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CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . . (gavel) . . . The Budget and Finance Committee meeting for April 30, 2012
is now in session. The time is 9:05. Good morning, Members. At this time, the Chair would
like to recognize all the Members that are here this morning. We do have Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Good morning.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Aloha.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning. Member Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Morning.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning. Member Hokama. Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning. Member White and Chairman Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Good morning.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Excused at this time is Member Carroll. Here with us this morning from the
Administration, we do have Jeff Ueoka -MR. UEOKA: Morning.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --Deputy Corporation Counsel. Good morning. And the Budget Director,
Mr. Sandy Baz.
MR. BAZ: ... (Inaudible)...
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning. We do have our Staff over here this morning. Scott
Kaneshina, Michele Yoshimura, Camille Sakamoto and joining us later is Josiah Nishita.
Members, we do have several people signed up for public testimony this morning. So before I
take public testimony, if every one of us could turn our cell phones to the off position or silent
mode, Chair would appreciate that. For those that are providing testimony this morning, you do
have three minutes to present your testimony. Chair will allow one minute to conclude. When
you come up to the lectern, if you can provide us your name, organization that you represent,
provide your testimony and if you could, just stay awhile at the lectern, Members may have
questions for you. With that, the first person to sign up for public testimony this morning is
Joyce Yamada. Followed by Rosie Vierra.
ITEM BF-1:

PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 2013 BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY OF
MAUI (CC 12-59 and 12-72)
. . .BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY . .

MS. YAMADA: Hi. My name is Joyce Yamada. I'm the Program Coordinator at the UH Maui
College, Dental Assisting Program. Thank you for your support for the Allied Health Programs
at Maui College. This year, Maui College Dental Assisting students supported our community
by teaching good oral health practices at 26 community fairs and schools reaching over 7,000
Mauians. Perhaps you saw us at the Keiki Fest or the Las Fiesta Hispana or at the Keiki...or the
Kihei Children and Youth Fair. Most recently, students partnered with the Kihei Sunrise Rotary
Club to share proper oral care with local elementary school children. As they help others,
students gain valuable experience that they take to the workforce as much needed certified dental
assistants. Thank you for your kind consideration and support of the Allied Health Programs at
UH Maui College. Mahalo.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, questions for the testifier? Seeing none, thank you
again. Sorry, Joyce. Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair, and thank you, Ms. Yamada, for being
here this morning. Just a quick question, how are you guys doing in being able to place your
students once they complete the training?
MS. YAMADA: Well, just this past few weeks, I've received four employment opportunities from
dentists on Maui. Five of my students have already, have been placed in part-time positions and
so we are able to place our students well. There are a lot of jobs for dental assistants on Maui.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Well that's good to know because, you know, if we're training, we
wanna make sure that there's that pot of gold at the end of the rainbow, which is a job.
MS. YAMADA: Of course, yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And it seemed like it was still going on, but I wanted to be sure. Thank
you.
MS. YAMADA: You're welcome.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Next testifier is Rosie Vierra.
MS. VIERRA: Good morning. My name is Rosie Vierra from the University of Hawaii, Maui College,
Dental Hygiene Program. I just received a letter that a patient wrote a few days ago that I want
to share. The letter reads, Hello, Rosie Vierra. I met you awhile on my second visit on Monday,
April 23 th, while receiving my teeth cleaning. You were very professional and informative as I
appreciate your time. Your teaching technique that I observed was very positive, energetic and
fun. I want to take a moment to compliment you and your program as the students were
refreshing, professional, hardworking, dedicated and informative. My student, Andrea, was a
delight and she was patient, informative and professional. I learned more about my teeth and
dental care than my entire 46 years on this planet. The dentist was excellent, also and the
program is outstanding, an incredible service for free. I can't say enough about the entire
program from yourself to Andrea to the Dentist to the front desk scheduler, who did a great job
working with me into scheduling while I had logistic issues on my part. Thank you again for a
very positive and helpful experience. The program and the people involved are a great reflection
of service, professionalism and kindness at its greatest level. The University should be very
proud of the work that is being done and the reflection upon the University of all these dedicated
and talented people. Mahalo. Patient Roy. Thank you for your continued support of the Allied
Health Programs at University of Hawaii Maui College.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, questions for the testifier? Seeing none, thank you
again.
MS. VIERRA: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The next testifier is Chelsea Pescado. Followed by Nancy Johnson.
MS. PESCADO: Hi. My name is Chelsea Pescado and I'm from the island of Lanai. I am a current
student in the Dental Assisting Program and I feel that I have benefited a lot from this program.
Before coming into this program, I did not know anything about dental. I have learned so much
and I feel that I have gained a lot of knowledge and that this program has prepared me very well.
Coming from such a small island, growing up, I didn't have much sources of information about
how important dental care is. Now that I have all the proper information and work and
experience, I can go back home and teach proper oral hygiene instruction to the children of the
school that I went to and not only the children but the community as a whole. This is what I can
give back to my community. Throughout the school year, I've been volunteering to do
community service projects here on Maui, teaching oral hygiene to children and the community
at various locations. I've also been volunteering my time at various dental offices as well. This
gave me more experience in the work field such as, chair-side assisting, office management and
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sterilization. Thank you for supporting our Allied Health Programs at the University of Hawaii
Maui College. It is greatly appreciated.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, questions for the testifier? Seeing none, thank you
again. Nancy Johnson. Followed by Charlie Maxwell, Jr.
MS. JOHNSON: Good morning. I'm glad to see you all again. I have just a couple...I made a handout
for you that says, "What has the University of Hawaii Allied Health Program done for Maui
County?" and it highlights some different things that I usually talk to you about. One thing I
wanted to be sure you know is that all the students admitted to our program have to be Hawaii
residents because it's a high-demand program, the Board of Regents has that caveat and so we
only take Hawaii residents. Another thing I know you're concerned about is, are we servicing
Molokai and Lanai. And I wanted to let you know, you just met one of our wonderful Lanai
students, we also have a Lanai student coming into the Nursing Program next year. Last year we
had a Molokai student and we currently have a Molokai student. So we are, we do have students
from the neighbor islands. And in 2012, we offered our Nurse Aide Training Course on Molokai.
Actually, right now we're offering it. And in 2010, we offered it on Molokai in the spring and on
both, Molokai and Lanai in the fall, so we are providing Allied Health training on the neighbor
islands. I wanted to also tell you, I've told you about the patients that are served by the Oral
Health Center last year, 10,000 patient visits. Our mobile van last year did 1,052 visits. Those
visits, because it's a HUD facility, cost the patients only $20, so for people who have no
insurance, it's a wonderful access to dental care. Another thing I've never mentioned to you, but
I thought you should know about is that each summer, we provide service to Hale Makua
patients. They have a mandated dental exam for all of their patients. And so for the last two
summers and again, this summer, we're going to do it for 500 patients. The Oral Health Center
staff and our Dental Residents from Lutheran Medical Center, go to Hale Makua, examine all of
the patients and meet their certification needs and also do dental cleanings. Rosie and Joyce
have told you about some of the wonderful school things that we're doing. Our nursing students
are also there, almost any community service, non-profit activity, you'll see the Maui College
students doing health screening and guiding people to improve their health. So thank you again
for your support of our programs.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, questions for the testifier? Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, thank you, Chair, and thank you, Ms. Johnson, for being here this
morning. This is a really important program and I know many, many people benefit from the
service, you know, without it, they wouldn't be able to access dental care. Without dental
insurance, it always falls to the wayside, so it's important. But I'm kinda curious, can you share
with us, if you know, what is an average entry-level salary for these graduates, more or less?
MS. JOHNSON: For the Dental Assistants -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
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MS. JOHNSON: --or the Dental Hygienist?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Well both would be nice if you have, if you don't, one.
MS. JOHNSON: Okay. Can I consult my colleagues here?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Sure.
MS. JOHNSON: Dental Assistants, what, about $13 an hour. And many of the Dental Assistant
students are, we have a career ladder, so they're headed towards Dental Hygiene, just as our
Nurse Aide students are headed for Nursing. And Dental Hygiene?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Twenty-five to forty an hour.
MS. JOHNSON: Twenty-five to forty an hour and the, you know, my nursing students look at that and
they look at the fact they don't work nights and weekends and they're jealous.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Well, that's great and thank you very much for the information.
MS. JOHNSON: You're welcome.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I just have one question, Nancy. When do you expect to move
into your new facility?
MS. JOHNSON: Well, they tell me that it will be Fall of '12, but I think more likely it's going to be Fall
of '13, guaranteed.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Fine. Thank you.
MS. JOHNSON: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Next testifier is Charlie Maxwell, Jr. Followed by William Milligan.
MR. MAXWELL: Aloha. Good morning. My name is Charlie Maxwell, Jr. and I'm here testifying in
support of the BEST Program. About two-and-a-half years ago I was approached by MEO to
hire people through this program. The owner I work for owns the two Dennys here on Maui,
Lulu's in Kihei and Famous Dave's in Lahaina. I convinced him to use the program. I brought
with me today my very first hire out of the program, Mr. William Milligan. And since then, I've
hired over 50 people through this program. Out of the 50 people, 44 are living productive lives
today. And I'd like to bring up Mr. Milligan to tell him [sic] what this program has done for him.
Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, if there's no objections, can I have Mr. Milligan join
Mr. Maxwell at this time?
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COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
MR. MILLIGAN: Good morning, everybody. My name is William Milligan. Okay. I just got done
doing about eight years in prison. Self esteem, pretty low. Hopes of a better future when I do
come out, but kind of...when we're in there, as I'm speaking with all the inmates in there, we
have a sense of no hope. Everybody's given up on us. And one program that is good and
everybody looks forward to is the BEST Program because they help us try to get our lives
together. Now some people don't take it serious and that's, you know, that's wrong. But there is
individuals that do want to change in there and we need that help in there. Even just getting help
getting a driver's license, a job, just a first step for us to feel like we're somebody and give us
that confidence because pretty much people have given up on us. And that program is very,
very, very good for us in there as me speaking as a inmate. It has brought me to a better, you
know, a better life most definitely and I know that if I didn't have that support and I just got out
with no help, that it's very challenging to stay in, you know, a productive environment if you
don't have any backbone. And the BEST Program has helped me. Now I have done maybe 20
years of prison time since I was 18 years old. I've never had a chance to have somebody reach
out and help me and guide me the direction that I need to do and pull me and say, hey, you can
do this. And this program has and it does for the people in there. They come in there and they
support us. Some people don't take it serious and, you know, that's something that's wrong.
But, you know, I got to meet very, very good respected people like Mr. Maxwell, who has helped
plenty inmates in there and just for people to believe in us, it makes a big difference, you know,
and that's all I have to say.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for Mr. Williams [sic] or Mr. Maxwell at
this time? Seeing none, thank you again for your testimony. Mr. Milligan was the last person to
sign up for public testimony this morning. Is there anyone that would like to provide public
testimony at this time, please come forward. Seeing none, if there's no objections, the Chair
would like to close public testimony.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
. . .END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, first of all, I just want to say my thanks to all of you for enduring
long meetings during the Budget process. As we enter this final week of deliberations, hopefully
we'll come out with a Budget that we all can live for. I want to convey my thanks to the support
team--Scott, Josiah, Michele, as well as, Camille--for supporting this Committee. I'd like to
recognize Jeff, as well as, Mr. Baz for, you know, supporting or providing us really good inputs
during the Budget process; and also, thank you to Scott Hanano, who was the Deputy
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Corporation Counsel to begin with, when we started the Budget process. At Friday afternoon's
Budget and Finance Committee meeting, after hours of deliberation on the Mayor's Proposed
Budget, Members of this Committee submitted their individual written proposals for the
Committee's consideration. Chair would like to thank you, Members, for your valuable input.
Our deliberations continue today. This year, the Mayor's Budget anticipates revenues of $558
million with $457 million in operating appropriations and $100 million in Capital Improvement
Projects appropriations. The Mayor proposes issuing $35 million in General Obligation Bonds
and another $21 million in State revolving loans. This equates to $56 million in new debt or
approximately $3.8 million per year in new Debt Service. As your Chair, I'm proposing certain
refinements. First, at this time, I cannot support the Mayor's following proposals: to privatize
the Play and Learn Sessions of PALS Program; to create a Permit Enforcement Program in the
Department of Parks and Recreation; to move appropriations for Grant Management from the
Department of Housing and Human Concerns to the Department of Finance; and to create the
new Treasury Program in the Department of Finance These wide-sweeping changes proposed
by the Mayor warrant through [sic] evaluation than the Committee can accommodate during this
Budget Session. For that reason, I am recommending that the existing structure be maintained.
Should the Mayor wish to pursue these proposals, he is welcome to transmit them to the Council
during the course of the ensuing year for study by the appropriate subject matter Committees.
Second, the Council must be responsible for the sake of our taxpayers and employees. The
Council must be prudent. We should take care of the County's existing obligations before
spending more money the County does not have. I am recommending that the proposed $56
million in new debt be reduced to 43 million. This reduction will be achieved by prioritizing
Capital Improvement Projects as appropriate and using cash where feasible. Third, positions
should be added to the Department of Finance, Real Property Tax Division, to provide for
agricultural assessors. The position will assist the County in identifying parcels which are truly
being used for agricultural purposes. Furthermore, positions should be added to the Department
of Planning to assist the County with enforcement of Short-Term Rental Permits. I believe
increased compliance in both of these areas will correct some of the inequities that currently
exist in both, the agriculture and the short-term rental areas. Fourth, I agree with the Members
who have proposed an increase in the minimum real property tax; therefore, I will support your
proposed increase in minimum tax from $150 to $250. Currently, owners often--estimated 41
percent, Members, 41 percent of the County's parcel--pay the minimum real property tax.
Meanwhile, the County is left to shoulder the cost of core services for 100 percent of its
population. These services include senior services, youth services, transportation, roadways and
affordable rentals to name a few. A $150 minimum real property tax can no longer be justified.
I'm also suggesting other real property tax rate adjustments, as appropriate, to bring us closer to
covering these core services with reduced reliance on debt. Fifth, I continue to support core
services and the non-profit organizations that help to meet our community's needs--as I have for
these past nine years. Finally, this Committee heard from representatives of the State
Employment Retirement System, ERS; and Employer Union Health Benefit Trust Fund, EUTF,
about the County's commitments to it's employees and retirees. Unless serious steps are taken,
these unfunded liabilities will continue to grow and become the main use of General Fund cash.
I am recommending we reduce appropriations for Premium Pay and continue to contribute to the
Post Employment Benefits account in a reasonable manner Members, these are some of the
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highlights of the Chair's proposal. I will now have Staff distribute my proposals to the
Committee for review.
NOTE: Pause while copies of the Chair's proposal were distributed to the Members.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, the Chair is gonna recess this meeting until 2 o'clock,
to give you an opportunity to review the proposed Budget for Fiscal Year 2013. So we'll recess
until 2 o'clock this afternoon. This meeting is in recess. . . . (gavel).. .

RECESS:

9:28 a.m.

RECONVENE:

2:05 p.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA:
. . .(gavel). . . The Budget and Finance Committee meeting is now
reconvened. Good afternoon, Members.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Good afternoon.
REVIEW OF CHAIR'S PROPOSAL (EXHIBIT 1)
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Hopefully digested the Chair's recommendation for Fiscal Year 2013 Budget.
There's lot of things that we had gone through in regards to the review of all the departments as
well as the nonprofits. One of the...we did many things in regards to reducing government costs
and one of the areas that we looked at is Premium Pay. We looked at positions. We took areas
in regards to what we thought was more prudent and responsible for some of the costs that was
being incurred by each of the department. There's other areas where we still need to clarify in
regards to Admin Rules in certain areas and I think we still gonna have some questions for some
of the departments. One of the biggest things that we removed was the use of the equipment
bond. We thought that it would be more prudent to purchase some of the equipment with cash.
So with that, the Chair is gonna go page by page, just to give you an overview in regards to some
of the things that we did to create this Budget. And one of the biggest concern is the County's
liability to, you know, the government employees in their ERS as well as EUTF and also the
borrowing of monies through bond as well as SRF loan. Bond we had reduced by $14 million,
but the SRF loan, we wouldn't know how much money that the State Revolving Fund would
fund the projects for Maui County. So as far as the SRF loans, we left it at that $21 million.
Again, as I said earlier this morning, some of the programs that was indicated for adding to the
different departments--like the privatization of the PALS Program, along with the, creating a
new program in the Department of Parks and Recreation to do permit-enforcement type
programs. The other one is a Grant Management move from Housing and Human Services to
the Finance Department, as well as creating a Treasury Program within the Finance Department.
And again, as I stated earlier, that would have been much, much easier or more beneficial for
those programs to come to the various Committee, you know, in regards to those particular
programs so, you know, proper discussion could be had and, you know, we would all understand,
have a fairly good idea in regards to the move. As you note, the non-profit side, majority, I'd say
like 99 or 95 percent are flat. We felt that, you know, we need to take care of the core services
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within the County and that's one of the areas that, you know, remain flat. Of course, we still get
that big gorilla over our heads trying to meet our obligations for EUTF and ERS. I did a fast
calculation on both of them and presently on the ERS, it's, our obligation is 237 million and then
on the EUTF, it's 357 million. So we need to whittle that down so that those employees that are
retired and the employees that are currently working would see some of those benefits when they
do retire. So with that, the Chair is gonna go from Page 1 through Page 48 and I think all of you
have the same copy as I have. In the dark areas, are areas that we did some changes or adjust, or
make adjustments. So in the real property tax area, the top on Page 1, the big gray area, it tells
you where we had increased. In this case here, we had increased the Adjustments for
Certification for the County of Maui and you see the figure there, $945,000 to be exact. Increase
of minimum tax from 150 to 250 that will result in $1.268 million in additional revenue. We
reduced the Time Share rate that was proposed by the Mayor from $16.15 to $15.50. We still
have a...that "revenue neutral" term that we all use, it's still not revenue neutral, but the Chair
felt that both, the Time Share as well as the Hotel category are the two categories that provide
the most funding for this County and to continue to tax those two entities, you know, would be
not "detriment to the County", but you know, for those working people that work for hotels as
well as timeshare probably would be detrimental for their employment. Reduce the Residential
rate from the Mayor's proposal, $6 to $5.75; increase Agriculture rate from 5.80 to 6.20; reduce
the Commercial rate from $7 to $6.75; increase Industrial rate from 6.90 to 7.10. We also
increased the Conservation rate from 5.95 to 6.20. We reduced the Hotel/Resort rate from 9.20
to 9.10; increased the Homeowners' rate from 2.20 to 2.75; and then also increased the
Commercial Residential rate from 4.10 to 5.20. With all that said, the estimated revenue based
on those numbers would be $211,887,471. Then you come to the Transient Accommodation
Tax, we did some adjustment there. We reduced the, we made an adjustment from 20 million to
19 million, which is a reduction of $1 million. There is a cap for all of the counties. For Maui
County, it's $21 million. So again, this is one area that is dependent of the visitors' industry.
The other area on the bottom of the page, we had reduced transfer from Highway Fund to
General Fund for Department of Police and Traffic Section. We also reduced supplemental
transfer to the Solid Waste Fund from the General Fund. We reduced Interfund Transfer to the
General Fund from the Solid Waste Fund and then we also reduced supplemental transfer to the
Solid Waste Fund from the General Fund. It's like, you know, we giving money to the Solid
Waste Fund and then they in turn return it as an Interfund Transfer back to the General Fund. On
Page 2, we reduced the Bond for Capital Improvement Projects by $11,500,000. We reduced the
Equipment Bond by one point -- $1,980,000, so the Bond/Lapsed Bond amount estimated
revenue is $22,685,000. As you come down, increase of Carryover/Savings for EDR Revolving
Fund, pending budget amendment for Fiscal Year 2012 is $3 million. This sits in the Budget and
Finance Committee at this time, along with increase Carryover/Savings for Deer Culling
Amendment. Again it's pending budget amendment for Fiscal Year 2012. We also increased
the Carryover/Savings for Kahului water tanker savings. This is the tanker that we bought, that
we had allocated over $700,000 for the Fire Department. So the total estimated revenues, as
compared to the Mayor, for the Council is $548,956,562, which is $9,251,049 less than what is
being proposed by the Mayor at this time. On Page 3, under Operating Budget, the first area that
we made some changes is, we increased the amount for audit.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Can we just stay with revenues for now?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure. Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you. Chairman, I, you know, understand why you did
certain adjustments and you know, structurally for someone who's gone before rating agencies
multiple times, I can say this is something that would definitely be a advantage for us to show
when we go before the SMP's, the Moody's, the Fitch's, so I can appreciate that. You know, we
may disagree on the final version of the rates, but, you know, I can support you in showing our
taxpayers what it takes to fund their government with a, you know, smart Debt Service plan, debt
plan, so you know, the community tells us, you know, this is too high, you know, I don't have a
problem reducing and cutting more, but I think this is, it shows, it's showing our people that I
think, this is a multiple step effort on the Council's part, but I think we definitely reinforcing our
fiscal foundation and putting us in strong position in the next few years, Chairman, so thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Yeah, you're so right in regards to the bond-rating companies,
they take a look, you know, at real property tax really, really seriously. If, you know, if we
gonna pay our bills and if increasing real property tax is the way to fund some of those
repayment, then, you know, this Council need to be prudent in regards to raising those real
property tax area. Okay. On Page No. 3...and my understanding is that we're gonna go for
bond sometime during the year, so I think it puts us in a better position. On Page No. 3, increase
audit by $400,000 and the reason to that is, you know, we need to audit some of the activities
that we do here in the County. Some of the departments need to be looked at. You know, this
will tell us, you know, what they're doing good, what areas need to be supplemented or, you
know, any deficiencies that are identified then, you know, we should have some
recommendations on how to correct it. It's not to say that we do audits just to go after
departments, but no, it will only improve the efficiency of County government. We had across
the board reduced all Premium Pay by 10 percent and for Council Services--there's no difference
in the reduction of the Premium Pay--by $9,400. For the Office of the Clerk, the reduction in
Premium Pay. For Civil Defense, the deletion of portable toilets, which is $80,000 and the
reduction of Premium Pay. And we had a lot of discussion in regards to the portable toilets and,
you know, we're gonna need more information in regards to the portable toilets for the areas that,
you know, we need them whenever we have an emergency situations. You know, where we're
gonna store these things, who's gonna take it out to the different sites or did we look, take a look
at the possibility of going out and hiring a vendor to do that for the County of Maui. So that is
one area that we still need to talk to the Civil Defense. We deleted the Compact 4-door utility
vehicles and this is in the Department of Environmental Management area, Wastewater
Administration Program. We removed the Compact 4-door utility vehicle as well as the
reduction in Premium Pay. So on Page No. 4, just about the middle of the page, again we
reduced Premium Pay for Wastewater Operations Program - Sewer Fund. We deleted the Cargo
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Van; we deleted the Utility Vehicle; also, we deleted the Compact Truck. What we didn't delete
is the specialized type of vehicles that they are requiring. When you look at the Solid Waste
Administration Program, we deleted increase for Salaries and wages. We also delete increase for
Materials and Supplies and then again, the reduction in Premium Pay. For Contribution to
General Fund - ERS and FICA, reduction to the A Account of $4,767; in the Contribution to the
General Fund - the EUTF, reduction to the A Account of $3,535; Contribution to the General
Fund - OPEB, reduction to the A Account of $3,079. In Contribution to the General Fund Reimbursement for the Department of Environmental Management - Administration Program,
we deleted increase for Department of Environmental Management - Administration Program by
$147,779. On Page 5, Administrative Overhead Charge, we did a reduction in, to the A Account
by $10,590. For Solid Waste Operations Program - Solid Waste Management Fund, we delete
increase for wages & salaries by $4,220; delete Expansion Budget Request for Materials and
Supplies by $181,867; we deleted Expansion Budget Request for Services by $518,534; we
deleted the Pick Up Truck which is estimated to be $28,000 and again, we reduced Premium Pay
by $37,000. The Department of Finance, we reinstated the Treasury in the Administration
Program and operation funds. And again, as I stated earlier, the subject matter Committee, if the
Mayor choose to move forward on this, you know, send something to the Council in regards to
having the Finance, Budget and Finance Committee to review the Treasurer in that, reinstating
the Treasury in the Administration Program. Again in the Accounts Program, we reduced
Premium Pay by $2,000. For Financial Services Program, we increased Real Property Tax
personnel for two personnel in that area. One is for a GIS Analyst and then one is for Valuation
Analyst I. We increased for Real Property Tax computer equipment by $980,000. We also
reinstated Collection section in the Financial Services Program and operation funds. Again,
subject matter Committee will review this, so, if the Mayor so chooses to send something down
to Council. Again, we reduced the Premium Pay by seven million seven hundred -- I'm sorry
$7,797. On Page No. 6, Grants Management, again, we moved back to the Department of
Housing and Human Concerns, the Grant Management Program, and it shows a reduction of
$288,145. In the Treasury Program, we reinstated personnel and operation funds to original
division, this is a reduction in this area of $827,507. Countywide Costs, Fringe Benefits is a
reduction of $144,527. Fringe Benefits Reimbursements, there's an increase of $11,378.
Supplemental Transfer to the Solid Waste Fund, we reduced it by $785,685 as well as $187,190.
Insurance Programs and Self Insurance, we added $2 million to the program. Transfer to the
Open Space, Natural Resources, Cultural Resources, and Scenic Views Preservation Fund, the
Adjustment to the Real Property Tax was $41,623. Adjustment to Real Property Tax Transfer to
the Affordable Housing Fund is 83,246. Transfer to the Post-Employment Obligation Fund, we
increased it by $4,788,746. And again, you know, after our discussion with Mr. Young last
week, it was mind-boggling how much the County does owe the Post-Employment Obligation
Fund. We transferred to the Emergency Fund, we made an adjustment required to possible
rounding of Mayor's estimated revenues by $2 and we increased the Transfer to the Emergency
Fund by $1 million. Transfer to the Economic Development Revolving Fund, we added $1
million. In this one here, we still need the Admin Rule from OED in regards to that one
particular area for OED Revolving Fund. The Department of Fire and Public Safety, we deleted
Expansion request for positions and related equipment, that is a reduction of $410...$410,000.
We deleted the Rent for Waikapu Facilities--we already purchased that building--by $420,000.
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We also reduced the Premium Pay by $5,200. Okay. For the Training Program, we also reduced
Premium Pay by $4,400. And Fire/Rescue Operations Program, we provided that...put in a
proviso, provided that the $415,000 shall be for a water tanker for the Wailea Fire Station and
also provided that $1 million shall be for the helicopter service. We deleted the Expansion
Request for Premium Pay by $560,000 and added 3 Firefighter III positions for the Lahaina
Tanker, which we added $195,000. We reduced again the Premium Pay by $305,800.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: When we have changes in amounts, when are we gonna go through
that? Later?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: See, I just wanna review this whole thing, you know -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --and then come back again. If you guys do have questions, then we'll just
check it off and we'll come back.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. One Page 8, Fire Prevention Program, again we reduced Premium Pay
by $5,200. And on the Human Concerns Programs, we reinstated the Grants Management
Program. We also Proviso'd the Enlace Program - Provided, that $60,000 shall be for Maui
Economic Opportunity and we added $288,145 thousand [sic] to that area. On Page 9, we
deleted the Hana Arts, Inc., we removed $30,000. That was a new grant proposed in Fiscal Year
2013. For Maui Economic Opportunity for Head Start Afterschools Program, we had gone back
to Fiscal Year 2012 grant distribution for that area. Basically, it's a flat budget. The next one,
Maui Economic Opportunity, Inc., for Head Start Summer Program, again that is being reduced
by $4,536. Again, it's a flat budget based on 2012. For the next one, Maui Economic
Opportunity, Inc., for Infant/Toddler Care Program, there's a reduction of $2,378, again going
back to Fiscal Year 2012 appropriations. For the Nissan [sic] Memorial Center Preschool,
Kansha, again, it's flat budget. We reduced it by $13,850, which is the budgeted amount for
Fiscal Year 2012. Community Day Program, we reduced to reflect 2012. Again for Grant for
Services to the Frail & Elderly, we had reduced that number to reflect the 2012 Budget. And
then on the other one, the Hale Mahaolu Personal Care Program, reduced - has not used grant in
Fiscal Year 2011 & Fiscal Year 2012, so we removed $35,000 to that program. On Page 10,
Hana Human Services, we deleted new grant proposed in Fiscal Year 2013 by $50,000. Maui
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Food Bank, Inc., Maui Community Food Bank, it's a flat budget for that organization. We
removed $45,000 so they're back to the Fiscal Year 2012 appropriation. Maui, Inc. [sic]
Opportunity for Enlace Program, we delete, add proviso to Human Services Program, so there
was a deletion of $100,000. The Maui Farms, we reduced it by $30,360, back to the
Fiscal Year 2012 grant that was provided to that organization. Mental Health Association in
Hawaii, again the appropriated amount is now back to Fiscal Year 2012. They had a reduction
of $6,240. Self Sufficiency Program, again it's a flat appropriation and we had reduced it by
$60,000, so it's back to Fiscal Year 2012 Budget. On Page 11, Special Olympics, we reduced
the amount by $10,000, which reflects the grant amount for Fiscal Year 2012. Women Helping
Women, we reduced the amount by $25,650, so now they back at the Fiscal Year 2012
appropriation. J. Walter Cameron Center, we reduced it by $45,000. Maui County Council of
the Boy Scouts of America, Limited, we added: Provided, that funds are for Camp Maluhia. We
provided the Boy Scouts with $250,000. Grants and disbursement for substance abuse
prevention and treatment, Coalition for Drug Free Lanai, we reduced it by $5,400, now back to
the Fiscal Year 2012 appropriation for that organization. Best Buddies, provided, we added a
proviso: Provided, that $17,000 shall not be released until matching funds from the State of
Hawaii are received. So they won't get anything until they get their money from the State of
Hawaii. Keiki Kokua, at the request of the Executive Director, we reduced their Budget by
$5,240. Next page, Page 12, Lahaina Tutoring Project, we reduced it by $1,200, which goes
back to the appropriation that was made in Fiscal Year 2012. Project Graduation, we added
$5,000 and that the grant to each high school, $5,000 to the grant to each high school and that 50
percent of each school grant shall be subsidized graduates' participating based on economic
need. So we added $15,000 to the 30, which is now budgeted at $45,000. For Animal
Management, we added a proviso...we reduced it by $90,000. We added a proviso: Provided,
that $10,000 shall be for a grant to the Lanai Animal Rescue Center and that funds shall not be
expended for personnel costs. We also added another proviso that $100,000 shall be for SNIP,
Spay Neutering Incentive Program, so the total for fiscal year is $1,342,244. Department of
Management, we deleted the expansion position for a Civil Engineer W, that is a reduction of
$73,000. On Page 13...
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Real quick. That looks like a typo there, shouldn't that be a negative
amount?
MR. KANESHINA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Delete expansion position. Staff?
MR. KANESHINA: Yeah, sorry about that, Mr. Chair. Yeah, that appears that it's a typo, so at the end
of today any changes, we'll re-spin the numbers and get a, get you guys a fresh version
tomorrow.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, good. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Couch. Page 13, Management
Information Systems Program, we deleted the computer equipment for Fire Expansion positions
by $4,500. We reduced desktop computer replacement. We reduced it by $460,000. We reduced
training, travel by $35,000. We deleted computer equipment for CE W - Department of
Management by $1,500. We reduced Professional Services by $300,000. We reduced Repair
and Maintenance by $122,150. We reduced upgrades by $60,000. We reduced Premium Pay by
$6,400. Office of the Mayor, Economic Development Program, we reduced by $150,500. This
is in regards to duplicate request for rental expense, BD-4. For Maui County Farm Bureau, Inc.,
we reduced it by $50,000, going flat as granted in Fiscal Year 2012. Maui Botanical Gardens,
Inc., again we reduced it by $10,000. It is flat, a flat grant based on Fiscal Year 2012. On Page
14, Ka Ipu Kukui Fellows Leadership, we deleted this grant, new grant for Fiscal Year 2013.
Lahaina Town Action, Lahaina Boat Day, we deleted this new grant for Fiscal Year 2013 by
$21,000. Ma Ka Hana Ka Ike, Inc., we reduced it by $8,000, now reflects a flat budget based on
2012. Maui Economic Development Board, Inc., we reduced it by $80,000, back again to the
Fiscal Year 2012 grant. Small Business Promotion, we reduced it by $77,000. Again it's a flat
based on 2012 Fiscal Year Budget. On Page 15, University of Hawaii College for Nursing and
Dental Assistant Programs, we reduced it by $126,450. Grants and disbursement for culture,
arts, and tourism, we increased it by $8,500, provided, that funds are for Maui, Molokai, Hana
and Lanai equally. The Film Industry Promotion, we reduced their budget by $30,000 and then
we also added a proviso that $25,000 shall be for the Maui Film Festival. Maui Community
Theater, we reduced it by $15,000, back to Fiscal Year 2012 grant amount. Sister City Program,
we reduced it by $42,000. It is flat based. The new amount is $8,000, which is the Fiscal Year
appropriation for 2012. Grants and disbursements for renewable energy and energy efficiency
program, we reduced it by $10,000. Again, this is based on the Fiscal Year 2012 Budget.
Members, I going take one five minute recess and then we'll reconvene at 2:45. Meeting in
recess. . . .(gavel). . .
RECESS:

2:42 p.m.

RECONVENE:

2:46 p.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . .(gavel) . . . The Budget and Finance Committee meeting is now
reconvened. Thank you, Members. The Chair's throat was getting dry. We do have one
Member that's celebrating his anniversary today. You know, if all of us can wish Mr. Carroll
and Mrs. Carroll, Happy Anniversary.
ALL: .. (applause and cheers).. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: How many years?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Forty-six.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Wow!
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yea!
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Gee, I wasn't even born yet. Nah, nah, nah.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: . . .(laughter). . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Some of us weren't born.
ALL: . . . (laughter).. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Not me.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . . (laughter).. .
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: I was born.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: These four people . . .(laughter). . .
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Wow.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: The four over there.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . . and over here.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And this one.
ALL: . . . (laughter).. .
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . .(inaudible). . .
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: All the people facing that way.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Members, we're going to continue. And part of the reason why I don't
say if you have any questions on the page is that, you know, we do have a viewing public, so that
they would understand what actions we've taken, yes. Okay. On Page 17, Planning and
Development Program, there's a reduction -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Did we skip a page? Wait.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: We didn't finish 16, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Did we even do 15? Oh, we did.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: We just got through 15 and then we went-COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: He stopped at Boat Days.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Somebody had flipped my page.
ALL: . . .(laughter). . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Lanai Watershed, we added--this is like a move back from the
Department of Water Supply--$83,000. Grant and disbursement for Economic Development
Initiatives, again it is a flat budget for that particular department, but we also added provisos:
provided that 21,000 shall be used for Lahaina Boat Day; provided, that 12,000 shall be for Maui
Nui Canoe Race to facilitate and organize the event. Department of Parks and Recreation:
provided, that disbursement for salaries and Premium Pay is limited to 28 equivalent personnel;
Remove Park Permits and Enforcements Program, $652,637. We deleted the expansion request
for Secretary, which was $41,040; and we reduced for allocation due to creation of new program,
$52,637. Aquatics Program, we reduced the Premium Pay of $20,576. Parks Maintenance, we
reduced their Premium Pay by $4,280. Parks and Permit and Enforcement Program, we deleted
the program, move back to Administration Program. That reduction was $652,637. On Page 17,
Planning and Development Program, we reduced their Premium Pay by $1,490. Recreation and
Support Services Program, we reduced their Premium Pay by $17,687. Plan [sic] and Learn
Sessions, PALS Program, we reinstated in-house program, increased equivalent personnel, flat
and flat Fiscal Year 2012. There was a reduction of $556,549. On the bottom of the page,
Department of Personnel Services, again we reduced Premium Pay by $3,118. Next page, Page
18, Department of Planning, increase funding for PL-0046 and PL-0074 for the implementation
of Short-Term Rentals Ordinance. We added 4,000... $40,000 and we reduced the Premium Pay
by $4,000. Department of Police, for Administration Program, again reduced Premium Pay by
$4,164. Investigative Services, we moved, move equipment from bond, so we're paying cash for
some of their equipment. We added $280,000. Again we reduced Premium Pay by $52,560.
Uniformed Patrol Services Program, we reduced Premium Pay by $277,980. Technical and
Support Services Program, we reduced Premium Pay by $59,360. Department of Parks [sic] and
Public Works, again we reduced Premium Pay by $2,400. For Development Services
Administration Program, we reduced Premium Pay by $4,000. On Page 20, Contribution to
General Fund for Engineering Program services, reduce the transfer - based on 50 percent of
Engineering Program salaries, delete transfer for Department of Police Traffic Sessions... Section
and we reduced that amount by 1,000...$1,257,624. Road, Bridge and Drainage Maintenance
Program - Highway Fund, we moved Highway Equipment from equipment bond. We added $1
million, reduced Premium Pay by $13,160. Traffic Management Program, we reduced the
Premium Pay by $2,400. Garage Services Program - Highway Fund, we reduced Premium Pay
by $4,016. On Page 21, Department of Supply [sic], Administration Program, we reduced
Premium Pay by $12,189. Grant for East Maui Watershed Protection, we increased it by
$100,000. Grant for East Molokai Watershed Protection, we increased it by $100,000. Grant for
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West Maui Watershed Protection, we increased it by $200,260. Grant for Leeward Haleakala
Forest Restoration, we increased it by $100,000. Members, no get excited, because on the
bottom on number eight, Grants and disbursements for the watershed protection, we deleted and
allocated the $415,000 to the areas I just read on the watershed. On Page 22, Water Operations
Program, we reduced the overtime by $73,072. The total operating appropriations, Mayor's
proposal was $457,006,609. The Council's operating appropriation is $460,397,435, which is an
increase of $3,390,826. Capital Improvement Projects, this is bond projects, well, not "bond
projects", this is General Fund appropriations. Nahiku Community Center, we moved it from
Bond to cash, $280,000. Baldwin Park Improvements, we moved from Bond and reduced the
appropriation by 445,000, so that's cash. Kalana 0 Maui Improvements, 4th Floor Renovations,
we deleted $50,000. Kahului Fire Station Renovations, we moved from Bond to cash, $250,000.
Parks and Recreation, Central Maui Aquatics Complex, we deleted the $1 million appropriation.
The Central Maui Regional Park, we deleted $400,000. For Kepaniwai Heritage Gardens
Improvement, we reduced the appropriation by $130,000. War Memorial Football Stadium
Improvements, proviso that the Department of Public Works is consulted on the paving request.
Wailuku Gym Improvements, we moved from Bond to cash, $100,000. War Memorial/Central
Maui Civic Complex, moved from Bond to cash, $100,000 and also, we added a proviso, that
funds shall be for a master plan of the War Memorial Complex. Page 24, Parks and Recreation,
Wahikuli Beach Park Pavilion Improvements, we moved from Bond and gonna be utilizing
$150,000 cash. Drainage...I'm sorry, Parks and Recreation, Duke Maliu Park Improvements,
again, we moved from Bond to cash, $250,000. Government Facilities, again moved from Bond
to cash, $300,000 for the Kaunakakai Police Station Renovation. Lanai Multi-Purpose Field, we
moved again from Bond to cash, $75,000. Lanai Little League Field, we added $15,000 for
playground equipment. General Fund, Countywide, Countywide Facility Building
Improvements, we reduced it by $100,000. Countywide Fire Facilities, we reduced it by
$150,000; added a proviso that a temporary shelter for the Fire Equipment is constructed at the
Lanai Fire Station. Page 25, Parks and Recreation, Countywide Park Facilities, we reduced it by
$100,000. Large Capacity Cesspool Closures, we moved from Bond to cash, $300,000. Go to
the Highway Fund, Kamehameha Avenue Improvements at Kane Street, we moved from Bond
to Highway Fund, $250,000. Waiale Road Improvements at Waiinu Road, we moved from Bond
to Highway Fund, $156,000. South Maui Regional Traffic Master Plan, we reduced the
appropriations by $20,000. South Kihei Road Traffic Signals, we moved the appropriation from
Bond to cash, $80,000. Highway Fund, Countywide, County Drainage Improvements, we
deleted $1,300,000 in Bond Fund, so there's a reduction of $200,000, zero appropriation. Road
Improvements, Countywide Road Resurfacing, we increased it by $11,200. Page 27, Bond
Fund, Hana Community Plan Area, this is the Nahiku Community Center, we moved from Bond
to the General Fund, $350,000. Parks and Recreation, Baldwin Park Improvements, again we
moved this Bond Fund to General Fund. So there's a reduction in the Bond Fund by $640,000.
The Waikamoi Flume, Page 28, we deleted the appropriation of $5,200,000 from Bond and,
Members, the Chair is willing to consider a budget amendment should the request arises. From
the Bond Fund again, Kahului Fire Station Renovations, we moved the Bond requirements of
$300,000 to cash. Wailuku Gym Improvements, $950,000 requested for Bond has moved into
cash. War Memorial/Central Maui Civic Complex, $1.5 million, moved to General Fund,
reducing the Bond requirements by $1.5 million. Road Improvements, Kamehameha Avenue
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improvements at Kane Street, that appropriation was moved to the Highway Fund, $250,000.
Waialae Road Improvements at Waiinu Road, moved to Highway Fund, $156,000. Central Maui
Landfill Gulch Crossing, moved to Lapsed Bond Proceeds, $150,000. Central Maui Landfill
Nonpotable Water Tank System, moved to Lapsed Bond Proceeds, $150,000. Central Maui
Landfill Wind Turbine, moved to Lapsed Bond Proceeds, $350,000. Groundwater Monitoring
Well Network, moved to Lapsed Bond Proceeds, $150,000. For the Kihei-Makena Community
Plan Area, Parks and Recreation, Kenolio Building Renovations, we reduced the request by
$100,000. South Maui Community park, we deleted $125,000 and gonna be utilizing a Park
Assessment regarding this one here. Road Improvements for South Kihei Road Traffic Signal
Modernization at Various Location, we moved that to the Highway Fund. Wahikuli Beach Park
Pavilion Improvements, $150,000, that was moved to General Fund. Page 30, Lanai Community
Plan Area, Lanai Multi-Purpose Field, we moved $150,000 to the General Fund. Sanitation, we
gonna be utilizing Lapsed Bond, so we reduced this area by $110,000. Molokai Community
Plan Area, the $400,000 was moved to the General Fund. Parks and Recreation, Duke Maliu
Park Improvements, we moved the Bond Fund to the General Fund, $250,000. Sanitation,
Molokai Landfill Cell No. 4, we moved the Bond Fund, from Bond Fund to Lapsed Bond
Proceeds, $150,000. Parks and Recreation, Countywide, we deleted the $500,000 for Park's
Countywide Facilities. Large Capacity Cesspool Closure, $300,000, we moved from Bond Fund
to the General Fund. Page 31, Countywide Bridge Improvements, we deleted $50,000. Other
Projects, Countywide Equipment, we deleted the 1,000 GPM Tanker - Wailea and then we
moved it to the Department appropriation. We deleted the Armored Special Response Vehicle;
we moved it to the Department's appropriation. We deleted the Public Works Equipment by $1
million and we moved it to the Department's appropriations. Public Safety Radio System
Replacements, we deleted...we increased - deleted Lapsed Bond Appropriation by $1 million.
Lapsed Bond Proceeds, Kahului-Wailuku Community Plan Area, Sanitation, Central Maui
Landfill Improvements, we added $740,000, provided that 350,000 shall be for the Central Maui
Landfill Wind Turbine Project. Sanitation, Lanai Community Plan Area, Lanai Landfill
Moisture Probes, we added $110,000. This was moved from Bond to Lapsed Bond. Molokai
Landfill Cell No. 4, moved from Bond to Lapsed Bond, $150,000. Public Safety Radio System
Replacement, moved from Bond to Lapsed Bond, $1 million. Park Assessment Funds,
Paia-Haiku Community Plan Area, Baldwin Park Improvements, $55,000, no change. Page 33,
Sewer Fund, Countywide, we increased it by $261,925. On Page 35, Total Appropriation,
Operating and Capital Improvement Projects, the Mayor's appropriation was $558,207,609. The
Council's appropriation is $548,956,560, which is a reduction from the Mayor's proposal by
$9,251,049. Okay, Members, you know, I've gone through the pages in regards to the Operating
and Capital Improvement Projects. Any questions?
NOTE: Silence.

COUNCILMEMBER
: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Page 36. Members, these are the Grant Revenue - Schedule of Grants by
Departments and Programs for Year 2013. Are there any questions to Page
36...37...38...39...40...41...42...43...44...45, so Total Grant Revenues as being proposed is
$68,623,237. On Page 46...47...
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: What did you want? Questions only?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: On Page 46 if you have.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah. Well I'm looking at the grant disbursement for the Lipoa
Point, Honolua and technically that area is not...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: What page you are [sic]?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Forty-seven? Kinda, let's see, I don't know.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Wait. Anybody questions on Page 46?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: What, oh, sorry. I thought he said 47.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Page 47. Wait. Let me explain first, okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: On this Open Space, Natural Resources, Cultural Resources, and Scenic
Views Preservation Fund -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --Section 9-19, Revised Charter of the County of Maui (1983), as amended;
Chapter 3.88, Maui County Code, Chair would like to note on Page 48 in regards to this area, the
Chair had deleted items 13 and 14.
MR. KANESHINA: Excuse me, Mr. Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes?
MR. KANESHINA: I think the deletions were in relation to the Affordable Housing Fund. Open
Space, there's no proposed changes from what the Mayor proposed, aside from adjustments to
real property.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, I'm sorry, the Affordable Housing Fund, yeah, there's no change. Okay.
We, on Page 48, we removed Item No. 13, which is that $300,000 be for the First-Time Home
Buyers Program. It's already in the Department. And item 14, the $1 million Rental Assistance
is already in the Department. We added a new 13, which is the $500,000 for the master planning
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of 50 acres conveyed by Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. for the Maui Business Park Phase II. Okay.
Member Cochran, your question?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Well, I guess I just had a real un-substantive change or correction.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So I don't...when, should I address that now or?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. The Lipoa Point?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, so the Open Space, Natural Resource, that particular section,
No. 2, basically, the two words Lipoa and Point can be deleted because that is the correct Tax
Map Key number and acreage and all that. But it's technically not -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Not Lipoa?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --really Lipoa Point, per se.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So, it's on the bay and I guess you could just delete Lipoa Point,
just leave it as Honolua, Maui and that would explain it -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --perfectly.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any more questions on this page? Okay, go back to Page 48, Economic
Development Revolving Fund, 3.81, Maui County Code, there's a 3,000...$3 million balance as
of 6/30/2012, which is still pending in the Budget and Finance Committee at this time and the
appropriation is from Fiscal Year 2012. And then the Chair had added a $1 million
appropriation to Economic Development Revolving Fund. And the Kaunoa Senior Services
Leisure Program Activity Revolving Fund, Chapter 3.37, Maui County Code, there's no
revisions to that. Questions, Members?
MR. KANESHINA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: If not, Chair is gonna call...
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MR. KANESHINA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes?
MR. KANESHINA: Sorry, just to clarify that Economic Development Revolving Fund.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
MR. KANESHINA: I believe what happened there was maybe when the Mayor was proposing, putting
together his request, the pending amendment, he was unsure if that was gonna pass or not.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
MR. KANESHINA: The proposed amendment did...didn't get scheduled; therefore, the beginning
balance, I think, maybe by the time it went to the printers, it was just in there. So what this entry
is showing is that we're backing out the $3 million because the appropriation in Fiscal '12 never
happened, but it's all showing that you added in $1 million to kinda fund the Economic
Development Revolving Fund.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Right.
MR. KANESHINA: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Chair is gonna call for the afternoon recess break. So we'll recess until
3:30. This meeting is in...
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: May I please ask you -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: --when you're planning a dinner break so we'll be prepared?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: 5:30. 5:30.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Perfect.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No problem. Thank you.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: This meeting is now in recess `til 3:30. . . . (gavel).. .
RECESS:

3:15 p.m.

RECONVENE:

3:35 p.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . .(gavel). . . The Budget and Finance Committee meeting is now
reconvened. Members, I've gone through all 48 pages and at this time, the Chair would like to
hear from you in regards to any general comments that you want to make before we move
forward in creating the Budget, probably later on this evening. Mr. Carroll, you have any
general comments you want to make?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Yeah, I think so. After going over this three, four, five times and
then today and reviewing everything and what I've seen, I think this is one of the better Budgets
that I've ever seen all the years I've been on the Council, what eight years, whatever it's been. I
have only one change that I'm going to propose when we reach that, but other than that, I think
you should be congratulated. And of course, I'll be listening to the rest of the Members if they
have concerns, but as far as I'm concerned, I like what I see. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair, and thank you for all of the work on this
Budget. I know it's not an easy job to put this together. It's hard for us to tinker with what we
do and, you know, you have the whole thing, so know that I appreciate the work. My question
is, you know, I have a lot of questions, but I'll start with one and kinda give everybody else a
chance so that we get to the end of this. But, you know, your suggested RPT rates, did you have
some kind of a basis or a philosophy that you used to come up with these rates?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well, I looked at, you know, what is fair for everybody. Basically, no sit
down and say, okay, we're gonna figure out this thing. And based on what was being proposed
by the Mayor, I felt that some of the adjustments were too high in regards to some of the real
property rate areas. And, you know, I really didn't wanna stick, especially the timeshare, you
know, stick the timeshare with that huge increase because we gotta be fair to all taxpayers. We
talk about, you know, how should we make it equal amongst everybody, everybody pay their fair
share. You know, it's a difficult question and difficult in a sense that you really gotta sit down as
a Committee to hash this thing out and get, you know, information from different people. I don't
know if the Mayor did that, probably he did, but I'm not too sure. But again, I look at, you
know, we taxing the highest two revenue-generating businesses in this County and as we gouge
them, you know, I'm looking at their expenses, their overhead and everything else. And one of
the things that they do provide, they provide a lot of employment, so that's one area. The other
area, it's more trying to get a better handle of, you know, what the Mayor had proposed. But
really, no sit down and calculate and do all of those things, those analysis so, you know, when
we talk about revenue neutral, you know, that's what you get, what is being proposed by the
Mayor. But when you talk about probably disparity amongst all of the tax rates, then there is.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I'm sure we'll have a lot of discussion, Chair, but I do want to tell you
first of all, I agree with your idea that we are taxing the high-end, maybe over, too much. They
have been paying their share and yet providing a tremendous amount of economic prosperity to
this community, so maybe we want to look elsewhere. The other thing that I spot-on agreed with
you was your Homeowners' rate. I think that in lieu of the lowering of the homeowners'
exemption, that we had to make some kind of upward adjustment in order to be fair. Everybody
needs to pay, you know, their fair share. And so I do understand what you're trying to do there
and I know that it's real tricky. You know, maybe I think Ag is too high and maybe you think
Industrial should be something else or whatever and we're gonna get into that, but two basic
areas that we are in agreement. So, thank you very, very much. The other areas, I think, you
know, like I said, we can go through them as we go. But thank you very much.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. And one of the things that I, you know, looked at is, you know, when
you hear that 41 percent of the parcels are paying minimum tax, you know, that concerns me. It
probably concerns most of you in regards to, you know, when we talk about fair share, yeah,
what is the basic cost to provide the core services and we know the number is huge.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And you know, we need to make some adjustments as we move forward. And
probably, the 275 may be only the start, you know, at one time we were like 355 or something
like that.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Member White did quite a bit of, you know, he looked at a lot of
analysis and he'll have a lot of information for us. And we'll get to it when we get there, you
know. I think we can sit here and talk forever about what the rates are gonna be -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: --but we'll get there. But again, thank you very much for, you know,
what you've put before us and I think we'll have a great discussion. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I see all the numbers coming from Mr. White, coming this
direction. Member Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And you know overall I think generally I'm
quite pleased with what I see and I just want to thank you and everyone, you know, who put
overtime and everything into--well, no, no overtime, no premium pay, I got that much--extra
effort, let's say, into this and I believe it's definitely pretty well balanced as far as I can tell so
far. And I'll put in my comments as we go, but thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Mr. Couch?
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Just the same sentiments, thanks for all the hard work that the Staff did,
for sure. And got some comments and, when we get to the line, so look forward to it.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman, I think you and your Committee Staff did a very good job in
giving us a proposal that I thought took much to think about, including the cash flow to debt
ratios. But one thing that I'm hopeful for in going through the adjustments that you're proposing
to us, Chairman, is while you did certain and again depending which department you look at,
how you approached certain CIP that was being requested for Bond Service or borrowing, I still
believe that how you made some adjustments in the other categories, still allows us to still go for
the short-term employment opportunities that, you know, we all want. You know, I've been
hopping on it for the whole term, I think, you know, the rest of my colleagues would agree that,
you know, be able to generate jobs is a positive thing. Because people contribute then greater by
their choices of discretionary spending and their choices of where they want their money to go,
so I see this opportunity still maintained in your proposal and it's something I can be very
supportive of. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair, and I agree that you and the Committee did a
fabulous job in putting together and your explanation and your rationale makes perfectly great,
good sense, I should say. However, as you well know, my take was totally different and just so
that everyone hears it, I was looking at not touching any of the rates at all, putting everything
back to where 2000...the present rates are and of course, I did also encourage raising the
minimum tax, that I agree with. And the only two areas I touched--one, which you agreed with-was the Hotel and the other one was Residential. And only because those values have fallen and
continue to fall and I felt that was just the equalizer. I cut where I thought was important to cut.
I added where I thought was important and I balanced the Budget with no rate increase at all, no
rate increase. The others would have changed. And I agree that we've come to a point that the
public has to understand there is a day of reckoning that's coming very quickly, so I understand
what you're trying to do and some of the Members are encouraging. But I'm also looking at
right now with the high cost of fuel and all the other increases across the board, you talking
utilities, you talking water, you talking sewer, we raising rates for us and others around us. This
really puts a lot of families in harm's way. We're just beginning to come out of this tremendous
economic downturn. We just beginning I think we see signs. Tenuous at best, sometimes,
very shaky but we see signs of recovery. And, Chair, I thought that this would be the year of all
years that if we could just hold the line and give people a chance, across the board, Commercial,
Ag, I don't care what, next year I would a say this and I will say it publicly, next year, I will
almost assure you there'll be rate increases. We're going to have to. We are now seeing it.
Mr. White has shown us a lot of stuff, we all seen it. We saw what OPEB, we saw what the
EUTF, we saw all of those pictures this year more vividly than we have ever in the past. The
reality's setting in, but I thought this would be the year that we could hold the line and that's why
I looked at putting my Budget where nothing would change as far as the rates were concerned
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and wherever we had to make up, we made up. You know, changing Accommodation Tax, I
increased it by a million, because we get around 22...21, 22 every year and I think that's one
area, one segment of our economy that has shown a steady improvement. All the reports show
we are steadily improving. You know, I wanted to give everybody, everybody a chance this year
to take a deep breath, get a little caught up and next year, now we're gonna see, you know, some
of these things gonna...the Piper is coming, we gotta pay the Piper. However, I will go with the
majority anyhow 'cause I am just one vote. But I just want the public to understand that, no
matter what we come up with, I know we all looked at the best welfare of this County and the
people that live in it. And I want to thank you, Chair, and your Staff, and again, I don't disagree
in how you presented and what you presenting, I'm not disagreeing with that. I just wanted to
take a different perspective, a different point of view, a different approach if you want to call it.
Unfortunately, I may be in the minority, it is what it is, you know. But I will work with everyone
and we'll see what we come up at the end. Thank you, Mr. Chair, for allowing me that moment.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Victorino. I appreciate what you said though 'cause my
thinking was exactly that, keeping the rates the same, but the burden, the burden of trying to
recover $7-plus million would mean cutting programs, cutting and eliminating programs, not
only for the County of Maui but, you know, for those that depend on the County of Maui so, it
was tough. Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair. Yeah, I find a lot in your proposal to agree with and
I, like Mr. Victorino, took the approach that you just mentioned, keeping the rates flat. And I did
that because after hearing the explanation from Mr. Machida and Mr. Young from the State ERS
and EUTF, the healthcare arm, it made me realize that we've got some incredibly large liabilities
coming down the road and that there's two ways to, that we're gonna have to approach those.
One is to increase taxes over time and the other is to reduce our exposure to those two costs.
And what you did today just provides us a really, you know, a very quick calculation. In
Wastewater, you eliminated the increases for one area to the tune of $16,800. Well that alone
and the cuts to EUTF and so forth, resulted in a savings of 28,000. So when I look, when I heard
that the results of the Mayor's attrition program were that we had a net savings of one-and-a-half
positions, instead of 5 to 7 percent of the total wages and salaries, I was really disappointed
because that's where we're going to reduce these costs. That's where we're going to reduce the
exposure. And the reason I was comfortable not increasing taxes is because I felt that we could
ask the departments, across the board, to cut 3 percent. It's not a large amount. It's a big
number in some departments, but it's not something that's unachievable. And I felt that it was
fair to ask that because in the last 10 years, Kauai County's County jobs grew by 9 percent,
Hawaii County grew by 151/2 percent, City and County of Honolulu grew by 3 percent. Maui
County grew by 30.7 percent, so in, not only are we the, have the highest job growth in County
government, but we also have the smallest job growth in the private sector of just 3.8 percent,
compared to the others between 5 or between 6 and 9 percent. So I think it's time for us to make
sure, you know, when we sit here crafting the Budget, we don't have a scalpel, we don't know all
the operational details that we would need to know to make clear and concise and effective
decisions. So I prefer just to say, we have to start moving in that direction and that's why I
support doing a percentage reduction and at the same time, preserving the grants as, you know,
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in pretty much the same shape they were and providing for some increases. But as I said, to
begin with I, you know, I think your Budget is a really good step in the right direction and I
know that you know every one of our challenges and I appreciate all the work that you and the
Staff has put into this and all you guys do through the year. Because I know it's a, I know you
take it very seriously and you do a great job for us so thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mister. ..Chairman Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I really wanna, I guess, thank you for
allowing us the opportunity to provide our Budget proposals to you because in your proposal to
us, you know, it does include several of the items in several of the proposals that was submitted.
In the area of RPT, you know, my own proposal and your proposal to some degree differ, but at
least it provides us the opportunity to engage the dialogue when we reach that particular area.
Your reduction in Premium Pay, I think is something that we really need to get a handle on, that
we haven't been able to for a while, so I applaud you for moving in that direction. In addition to
that, your attempt to control expansion positions at this time is really appreciated, knowing the
cost of per position that is approved and created. Your Bond to cash ratios is vital for us to
maintain a stable Budget. Your attempts to deal with the non-profit organizations by rolling 'em
back flat, I think, is fair at this point and obviously does, still provide room for discussion. And I
think lastly at this point, your focus on the ERS and EUTF, this for us should be of major priority
and I thank you for leading us in that direction.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. And again, thank you for mentioning the ERS, EUTF and now we
get the third gorilla, which is the spiking. And you know, for this Chair, you know, you all know
it's my last term, right, but it is still my responsibility to create a Budget that is fair for all of the
people, yeah, as well as you know, for all of those organization that provide services that the
County cannot provide. But the focus for me was trying to reduce the County debt, trying to
meet its obligation for the employees and retirees because we get plenty, plenty catching up to
do. When you look at almost $700 million that we gotta...$600 million that we need to, you
know, face within now until we get it down to zero. But now with the spiking, you know, you
can add another what, two, three hundred million on top of that. And it's really scary and if we
don't take a step now, then, when? You know, you're going to be talking the same tune next
year, so for me, it's taking a step now, getting the responsibilities of the County up to par. It's
going to take many, many years, we all know that, but at least we have a start. The start is this
year. Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair. You know, I think the public should be very
heartened by the fact that Maui County in previous years under yours and Mr. Hokama's
direction and everybody else that was on the Council at the time, started to contribute to OPEB
and has, and you guys have done something that the State has not done itself. So I think you
guys deserve a lot of credit for starting down the right path to take care of putting aside monies
so that we don't end up with a much worse problem than we would otherwise. So I don't think
many people in the public know that we've contributed tens of millions of dollars towards that
liability already, but they also need to know that we've got a long way to go, and as Mr. Young
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mentioned, the next valuation for our healthcare unfunded liability is coming up this coming
month in May. And his comment was that it's going to be a significant increase over the
previous valuation, so I don't know, you know, I don't know how easy it's going to be for us to
really get caught up, but Maui has started in the right direction under yours and Mr. Hokama's
and other leadership, so I just wanna make sure everybody understands that.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. What really caught my eye when Mr. Young said that, you know,
in future years, the State of Hawaii will be paying 30 percent through General Funds, just to
catch up on our liabilities and that's scary, that's scary.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: I think that 30 percent was only referring to the OPEB.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: It wasn't the combination of OPEB and ERS, so the liability is huge and
it should scare everybody.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: It should. Okay. Members, any more? If not, there's gloom and doom, right?
Like the previous years, the Chair is gonna allow each of the Members to, you know, if you feel
that we should revisit, then we'll revisit some of the line items that we're gonna go through.
We'll go through Operating Budget, which starts on Page 3 and then we'll take up Office of
Council Services, Council Services Program. The...oh, by the way, first of all, you guys wanna
follow my proposal or the Mayor's proposal in this case?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, your proposal, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Fine. Okay. In the Council Services Program, right now we have
appropriated $5,503,467. We had increased the audit side by $400,000 and reduced the Premium
Pay by $9,400. Any questions to the net appropriation for Council Services? Mr. Carroll?
Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No, Chair. I can live with this.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. The question I have is, you know, Mr. White
brought up a good point and possibly cutting everything 2 percent, every program 2 percent. If
that were the case, is that something we would do at every line item, say okay...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: If you want to cut 2 percent, go right ahead.
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So how do you wanna...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well, we can revisit this, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Just do a revisit on that?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: If you go across the board 2 percent, 3 percent, then we'll have to reduce
everything by that much.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay, so just say revisit?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, you can revisit. If you want to revisit, but if most of the Members say,
okay, then I'll just move on.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. I'm looking at seeing what kind of changes that would make
and then also reflect the changes in the RPT, et cetera, so I'm looking at that at this point. I
haven't had a chance to completely finish it.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Just looking at this first one, it's a reduction of what, $100,000.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: A hundred thousand, right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: How will that affect the department?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right. I know Mr. White wanted a 3 percent and he may be, gonna be,
ask for a 3 percent, I'm not sure, but it's something that I would like to at least look at and so
therefore...I'm not saying I want to do it yet until I go through the...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: You better be ready because -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah, yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --we got a week.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah. That's what I was gonna do this evening.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: You know, I can understand the 2 and 3 percent, but we can do that, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay, so at this point we're okay, but I may want to come up
. . . (inaudible). . . numbers.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I don't know how much the total Operational Budget and if you strike 2
percent or 3 percent from total operations, then how much it would, it would be. Scott?
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MR. KANESHINA: Thanks, Mr. Chair. We can, we could put something together.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
MR. KANESHINA: Later this evening or maybe early tomorrow. And that way you guys can get some
sort of visual of like what 1, 2, 3 percent would look like.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, that would be good.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: That would be good. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: No, Chairman, I think this adjustments, if the Charter Amendment goes
forward would be transferred to the auditor operations, so it's not an issue for me.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: It's not an issue at this time.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair. Unfortunately I was talking to Mr. Victorino and I
didn't hear what Scott said about the percentage.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: He's gonna strike a 1, 2 and 3 percent reduction.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: All of the departments.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay, good. 'Cause I was gonna say, with your changes, it's gonna
change the percentage necessary, so I think that's a great idea because then we can, it may end
up that we want to use half a percent. So-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: I think that's fine with me.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. And, you know, in regards to the real property tax side, you know, I
know all of us don't want to raise real property tax rate, but eventually it's...we gonna have to
do that just to meet our obligations. Otherwise, you know, cutting 3, 4, 5, 6 percent then, you
know, how do we achieve in providing the services to this County that we gotta deal with? So
there's two things that we need to look at.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Yeah, well the reason I was comfortable cutting 3 percent is that I feel
that County government has grown, our County government has grown a lot more than the other
counties and 3 percent is something that any manager can probably pull down from their
expenses. And at the same time, I think we need to start looking at reducing our overall salaries
and wages to some degree so that we begin to limit our exposure to EUTF and other expenses,
because they're all gonna continue to grow.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. I kinda agree with you, but again, some of these issues are, you know,
bargaining agreements, yeah, that we need to deal with.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So it's just not a matter of, yeah, we're gonna do it or not, but there's other
ramifications that we need to look at, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: But at the same time, as Mr. Hokama pointed out last time around, if we
don't limit the available cash -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: --then there's, they don't have to come back to us for any discussion
with respect to negotiated settlements. And I think it's at that critical time now where, you
know, when I look at, when I talk to my employees, who are part of the ILWU, they don't get the
same kind of benefits. They don't have access to anything close to what the government
employees are getting, so I think the government employees need to understand that for us to be
able to fund all the promises that we have to fund, they need to step up to the plate and do even
more than they're even doing now. And you know, we all hear the stories of people that could
be doing a little more with their time on the job, at the same time, we all see, too, the people in
the County government that work their tails off and do a great job.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, I agree.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: But everybody needs to because we've got big, big bills to pay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, I agree with you. One of the things that going be unpleasant is that if
those numbers are really high and you can't reduce either materials or equipment then, you
know, somebody gotta swallow hard about employees.
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COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Right. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's one of the biggest concern. Yes? Oh, Chairman?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I just kinda lost my thought. But initially, my
proposal was based on 2 percent across the board so, you know, I'm still gonna be looking at that
particular item. But I believe we're at Office of Council Services, is that where we are? I really
can support the $400,000 increase in, but in audits that was added. I'm one of those who believe
in the benefit of audits. It is definitely a tool that helps us to determine efficiency and
proficiency of any department and it really should be encouraged, so I can support, you know,
that proposal on your Budget, Mr. Chair. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Carroll?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. The discussion is becoming interesting. As far
as cuts across the board, I like many of others have been in the community, nonprofits and
organizations and had my own business, dealt with the State, the Federal government, the
County, large nonprofits, and many times we have heard cutting across the board. In 40 years I
have yet to see a cut across the board that did not do more damage than good. It's a quick easy
way, it's a politically correct way if you're an elected official--hey, did it for everybody--but it's
not the right way. We need to make the hard decisions, who needs money and when. It's hard.
It's difficult. People get mad at us, but it's something that has to be done. One size does not fit
all and it never will. And I would hope that we can keep away from that and start looking at
what we need to do for our community As far as the County, we say...I've heard said, well,
Mr. White over there that his hotel employees don't come anywhere near what the County
employees receive. That's unfortunate. I would hope that all of the big businesses out there that
have been cutting wages and keeping their benefits down and their salaries down and everything
else down could work diligently to try to see what they can do, especially when we hear a lot of
them making billion dollar profits. It's not just easy things that we have to decide. We should
look what the County does, what the County spends and most importantly, what the results are.
We're saying how well everything is going out there, how well we've done to our community,
the services we provided over the years, the economic stability that we have given this
community, and then we're saying, well, let's cut it down and let's cut our services. How are we
going to continue serving our community if we cut our ability to do this? And it's not saying we
can't be leaner. We can, but it should be the audit, I think that's a huge start in looking at what
we can do to make ourselves function more efficiently without adversely affecting our
community And I'm sure that we will have a long week of discussion on what I've just gone
over. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. We sure will. 'Cause 2 and 3 percent will, I'm going to tell you,
it's gonna affect people. Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. This gets into a real interesting
philosophical argument and you know, I hear what Mr. Carroll is saying and I've always kinda
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subscribed to that, that you know, the easy way is to say, okay, everybody gets 5 percent or
everybody loses 3 percent or whatever and it makes it quick and dirty and it's easy to explain.
We're treating everybody the same, but sometimes it may affect people that really need the
money and not affect those that don't need it so much. So maybe, you know, we have to look a
little more closely before we do anything like that. But you know, I think we gotta get into
reality here. And that's where I'm trying to come from in my proposal as far as RPT was
concerned. You know, real property taxes in Maui County are the lowest that anybody can find,
I think it's nationally included, certainly in the State of Hawaii. And cost go up. I don't care
how careful we are and what we cut, cost will go up. Our population is going up, our County is
growing, we have more facilities, we have more services, we have aging infrastructure. We
have, you know, so many needs in this County and I don't think it's any different with our family
budget. Our family budgets keep going up, we keep having to stretch, pay more electricity, pay
more water, pay more lights, pay more for food, pay more for gas, pay more for kids, whatever.
And the same thing is happening in the County. How can we expect the County Budget to stay
the same when everything else is going up? It's going to have to go up so we don't, you know,
lag behind. We want our County to be up-to-date. We want it to be well maintained. We got to
make it a place where people feel safe and comfortable. We gotta move around on our roads.
We gotta have bridges. We gotta have sewers, water, whatever. It's not gonna fall from heaven,
Chair. It's gonna have to come from somewhere. And those are tough decisions we have to
make as politicians 'cause we know that raising taxes is politically suicide, but that's what we're
here for, you know. The story is, you can't stand the heat you get out of the kitchen. And we're
gonna have to take some heat. I'm sorry. It's just the way it is. I don't want to raise anybody's
bills. I don't want to pay any more. But I'm trying to be realistic. We gotta take care of our
County. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Ho, we just in the first area, we get all this discussion
ALL: . . . (laughter).. .
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: We gonna be here `til next year at this rate
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. You know, I just was looking at rough, rough numbers. It's in the
millions. Okay. Anyway, so I'll come back to Office of the Council Services, just because of
the calculations that we're gonna do--the 1, 2 and 3 percent reduction. Okay? And it goes all for
all of the departments, so I'm looking at coming back to every department in regards to those
numbers. Okay? But I need some agreements in regards to the $400,000 and the Premium Pay
reduction so I don't have to deal with it. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: If we do the whole 2 percent, that would...I mean, the reduction in
Premium Pay would be, fall inside that 2 percent?
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, yeah, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So, I'm looking at the total -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --cost of the department -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --right now.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: If the department cost is 5.1 million, then 10 percent or 2 percent of that, yeah.
Okay. In regards to the reduction, Office of the County Clerk, the reduction of the $12,000 in
Premium Pay, any questions to that? Everybody all in agreement? Member Carroll, the $12,000
reduction in County Clerk's Office?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: I have no problem with that.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I'm assuming that we know he can live with this?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: This is a stretch for every department that...we took a 10 percent cut in the
Premium Pay for every department.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Well, the reason why I'm asking this is in other departments, I don't
have this question. But in the case of the County Clerk, we are going into an election year. Is
this going to be okay? Are we going to have money?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And the Chair is open to budget amendments now, okay? If they don't have
enough money-COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So they could come back later and ask?
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay. I don't think it's that big a deal. Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: That was my exact concern, election season.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Mr. Couch? Mr. Hokama? Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. White? Chairman Mateo? Okay. Okay, Civil Defense regarding deletion
of the portable toilets and the reduction in Premium Pay. Mr. Carroll?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: No comment.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: This is an interesting one. I heard what you said about the portable
toilets. If we were to have some kind of a disaster July 1 st, can we manage? Are we okay?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: We've been okay so far. But my comments was that because we don't know,
I know they going store this thing some place, I don't know how many I know it needs to be
moved from this place to wherever. So my question is, why can't we have a vendor do that?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, I like that idea. I kinda think that maybe that's a better thing. We
create some business and then we're not stuck with portable toilets that we have to deal with.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: There are businesses that do this.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And then the other thing is that who cleans it, yeah-COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: But if we take out the money, will we have money to pay a business?
That's what I'm worried about. Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, my first...I understood what the reasoning was behind it, but
yet as you said, there wasn't a plan. We didn't have all the details, and my other thought was
we'd be putting out, putting other people out of business, who actually does, do this type of
services, so I'm okay with your deletion here, Chair, at this point.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Couch? Mr. Hokama? Mr. Victorino?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --just one quick one, yeah. I hope before the end of the week we get some
sense of whether or not Civil Defense has those monies in those quarterly reports, because if we
don't have it, then I would view this request in one way and if we do have it, you know, I'll
decide then, Chairman. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. We'll follow up. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Same here. I would like to see that -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --report, please.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: I agree with Mr. Hokama.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. As far as the Premium, okay?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. We go down to Department of Environmental Management, deletion
of Compact 4-door utility vehicle and reduction of Premium Pay. Mr. Carroll?
MR. CARROLL: Pass.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: When we add up all these vehicles, I'm sure we're going to be
bombarded with departments coming here to tell us that they need them, but you know, I think
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we made a decision that we were only gonna do specialized equipment and this is not a
specialized equipment.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Couch? Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: I assuming we going through the report for all of those unauthorized
purchases, Chairman, so -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, yeah.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --I have no problem deleting.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. We still waiting for that final report, so I can delete this,
not a problem.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: I feel the same. They've been, we've had reports, unauthorized or
unbudgeted purchases, so I have no problem with this.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: No problem.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Chair is gonna take a short recess. Mr. Hokama is gonna be here. So
at this time Chair is gonna recess, subject of the call of Vice-Chair Hokama. . . . (gavel).. .

RECESS:

4:18 p.m.

RECONVENE:

4:20 p.m.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: . . .(gavel) . . . We shall reconvene the Budget and Finance Committee
meeting. Members, we are on Page 4 of 48 from Chairman Pontanilla's proposal. Let me please
direct you one-third page down under Wastewater Operations Program - Sewer Fund. The
Chairman is recommending one, a deletion of Premium Pay; a deletion of three vehicles, Utility
Van, Utility Vehicle and Compact Truck. Is there any questions? Do we have consensus?
Mr. Carroll? Ms. Baisa?
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Agreed.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Agree.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We shall move along. We shall mark that for Mr. Pontanilla. We are
now under Solid Waste Administration - Solid Waste Management Fund. Chair is
recommending adjustment under Salaries and Wages, Materials and Supplies and Premium Pay.
Questions for the Chair? Do we have consensus? Mr. Carroll? Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch? Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Agreed.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Agreed.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Consensus.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Moving forward. May I please ask if there's no objections, the
adjustments according to Chairman regarding General Fund to ERS and FICA regarding A
Account; General Fund - EUTF, A Account; General Fund - OPEB, A Account; and General
Fund adjustments for the Department of Environmental Management. Is there any questions?
Do we have consensus on those four items on the bottom of Page 4 of 48? Mr. Carroll?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: No.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch? Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Agreed.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Agreed.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Mateo? Okay. Let's move forward. We're on Page 5, Members. At
the top under Administrative Overhead Charge, you have the Chair's recommendation of
reduction to the A Account, 10,590. Is there any questions regarding that? Mr. Carroll?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Concur.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Concur.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No questions.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch? Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Agreed.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. White?
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COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Agreed.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Mateo? Thank you. Now, under Solid Waste Operations - Solid Waste
Management Fund, the Chair has recommended deletions on category A, Wages and Salaries;
there's a deletion of a Budget request for Materials and Supplies; he's deleting expansion of
Budget request for Services; one Pick Up Utility Truck; as well as reduction of Premium Pay,
37,008. Questions for the Chair? If not, do we have consensus? Mr. Carroll?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Ms. Baisa? Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch? Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Agreed.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. White? Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Agreed.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: All moving forward according to the Chair's recommendation. Now may I
take you down to Department of Finance You do have under Admin, Chair is recommending
reinstating Treasury back into the Admin Program. He's reduced, he's asking for a reduction in
Premium Pay, and under Financial Services program, he has clarified the increase for RPT is one
Valuation Analyst I and one GI Analyst I and he's asking for the RPT computer equipment,
reinstate collections at this time in its current status quo and reduction of Premium Pay in this
Financial Services area. This is the bottom of Page 5 of 48. Questions? Do we have consensus?
Mr. Carroll? Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Mr. Chair, I -VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: --will agree because of the opportunity to come back and discuss this.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Specific component you wish to revisit?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: The reinstate Treasury in the Administrative Program.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We shall return to that. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I'll...I'm okay with that, but I think we...I hear we're gonna have
some more discussion, so I'll hold up to that.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Fine. Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Same.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Fine with it.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So as the Chair has it, we'll have a return for the first one, which is
the reinstatement of Treasury. The Chair will take that there is no objections to Premium Pay
reduction under Financial Services?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No that one, no objections, no.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah? The Chair will say there is no objections for the RPT personnel, the
two analyst positions?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We shall return to the reinstatement of financial...any objections to
reduction of Premium Pay?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: You missed RPT computer equipment. I do want to revisit that, please.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Make that three, sorry, yeah.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We'll return to those three components and the rest we'll move
forward. Page 6 of 48 under Grants Management, the Chair is recommending that it retain its
current status and go back to its original siting in the department. Any objections? Questions?
Mr. Carroll?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: No questions.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Baisa? Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No questions.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Revisit, please.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No questions.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: No questions.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Mateo? Under Treasury, we'll return to this since that's already part of
the request of a earlier one, going come back to that. Okay. Under Countywide Costs,
Members, the Chair is reflecting a reduction under Fringe Benefits. There is an adjustment in an
increase in Fringe Benefits Reimbursement. There is a reduction under Supplemental Transfer to
the Solid Waste Management, two reductions. An increase in the Self Insurance Program and an
adjustment under the Open Space, Natural Resource Fund of additional 41,623. Questions for
the Chair? If not, do we have consensus? Mr. Carroll?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch?
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Agreed.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Agreed.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. All others shall move forward according to the Chair. Okay.
Page 7.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Oh, I'm sorry. Did you say Self Insurance on that, too?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Oh, I'm sorry. I do want to revisit Self Insurance.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We shall, we can come back. Page 7, Members. Okay. The Chair
has...I'm just gonna go through adjustments as up to Public...up to Fire. So under Affordable
Housing, there's an adjustment to Real Property, which is an add. They have a additional add
under Overhead Reimbursement. You have an additional increase to OPEB, the 4.78 million.
Transfer to the Emergency Fund, $1,000,002; Economic Development Revolving Fund, add in
$1 million. Questions for the Chair on this? Do we have consensus? Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Carroll? Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: No.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. White? Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Which one?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Specifically, the Transfer, the, also the Emergency Fund, those
two in particular. The Transfer, the Post-Employment and the Transfer of Emergency Fund.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Same as Mr. Victorino.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So all others, except for those two, OPEB and Emergency Fund,
shall move forward according to Chair Pontanilla's proposal. Okay. Department of Fire and
Public Safety, under Admin Maintenance Program, we have...the Chair is recommending three
deletion of Expansion positions and equipment, deletion of Rent for Waikapu Facility and a
reduction of Premium Pay. Do we have questions? If not, do we have consensus? Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Carroll?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Agreed.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Revisit, please.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Which one, please?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Expansion request for positions and related equipment
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Consensus.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. All the...then the remaining two shall go forward per Chair's
recommendation. Training Program, we have a reduction of Premium Pay. Under Fire/Rescue,
we have two adds, one is the proviso that 415,000 shall be for a water tanker for the Wailea Fire
Station, $1 million shall be for the helicopter service, and we also have a deletion of Premium
Pay, a specific request for 3-Firefighter III's for Lahaina District for Tanker driver position and
again additional reduction of Premium Pay. Do we have any questions? If not, do we have
consensus? Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, Chair. Actually, I...the 195 is not completely needed, so
how do I...I can take a reduction in the amount there? So do we just revisit that later and work
the details out?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. I think we, that, we went on a...yeah, we can revisit that 'cause we'll
calculate -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. I need to revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --when--yeah--when the actual positions get activated and the funding is
needed, so we can revisit -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --not a problem.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Ms. Baisa, anything in just from the Training and Fire/Rescue
component?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No. Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Carroll? Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: I'm fine.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair. The only...I would also like to revisit the Firefighter
positions. I'm okay with the remainder.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Same here, please.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Same.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We shall move all others forward according to the Chair's
recommendation and we shall revisit the Firefighter III expansion. Okay. Page 8 of 48,
Members, top of the page on Fire Prevention, the Chair is recommending a reduction of
Premium Pay. Also on that same page, Department of Housing and Human Concerns toward the
one-third bottom, he is at this time reinstating the Grant Management Program in this area. He
has requested a Proviso for Hispano, Enlace Hispano. Is there any questions for the Chair? Do
we have consensus? Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. If there's something in between those that the Chair didn't
make any suggestion to, are we going to hit that at some time or is this where we want to say it
now?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: My understanding of what I've been tasked to do is to keep going through
this...
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: His changes at this point.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: His changes at this time and see what we have consensus and what we're
gonna revisit, and then when we start doing the revisit on those from this round, my
understanding is you can provide your comment, your request, your adjustment.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: For something in between the two that he didn't make any changes to?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: That's what I, that's my understanding.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Well I do want to revisit because this is part of the finance side,
so the Grants Management Program.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thanks.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Do you have anything under Fire Prevention or the Human Concerns
on Page 8, Members? If not, the Chair's going to move forward with consensus. Okay. So
we...
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COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: We are...excuse me, Chair, we are revisiting the Grants Management?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, we're returning to that.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Page 9, Members. Okay. We have Hana Arts, deletion. We'll take
it slower on this one since it's easier. Okay. Hana Arts, Chair is recommending deletion of this.
Do we have consensus? Mr. Carroll? Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay, if it's okay with Mr. Carroll, it's okay with me.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Victorino? Mr. White? Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Yeah, it's okay with me. I think this is a State responsibility more than
it's ours.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, we'll charge...we'll send them a claims bill. MEO, this is the Head
Start Afterschool Program, the Chair's recommending going back to 2012. Head Start Summer,
he's going back to 2012. This is all under MEO Infant/Toddler. He's going back to '12. Okay.
We'll just take that three under MEO, Head Start Afterschool, Head Start Summer and
Infant/Toddler. Questions for the Chair? Do we have consensus?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair. You know this is part of the area where we've had
programs requesting increases to cover costs when they haven't had increases for a long time,
and I realize that it's a sensitive area because some of our County employees haven't seen
increases for awhile either. But I think I'd like to revisit these for that reason. When we look at,
you know, the County Budget has continued to grow and the Budgets for many of these
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programs has still not gotten back to where it was in 2008 and I'm not sure if these are the ones,
but I'd like to revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: All three, Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Okay. We shall move on. . . .(inaudible). . .
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: We shall return...
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, in addition -VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: I also would like to revisit the same one regarding the Head Start
Summer Program. The Chair's intent is to revert back to 2012. In the 2012 Budget, Molokai's
Summer Program was a separate line item. By doing this, there is no item recognizing that
particular program, so I'd like to revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: That'll be fine. Okay. Anything else under this area? We shall return
under the three program areas that we just went through. Okay. We shall move forward. Under
the Kansha Preschool, the Chair is recommending a reduction to the funding request. Questions
for the Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Revisit, Mr. Chair. One of those that I would really think, again,
falls under that same category and I think they're gonna have to come in and explain how the
program really works. I think the presentation that was given to us last week was not exactly
accurate in how it's done, so I think some explanation and I think then we could make a better
call on this one, too, please.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Community Work Day, there's a reduction to the Fiscal Year '12
level. Questions for the Chair? Do we have consensus? Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair, wait.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, Ms. Cochran?
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair, I believe the...they have a couple sections in our Budget
where they receive funding, abandoned vehicle, and this is a separate item here. Yeah, Chair,
can I revisit this one?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, that's fine. Okay. We shall return. The Chair has recommended a
adjustment to Grants for Services to Frail & Elderly. Any questions for the Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That one I'd like to revisit also, please, Chair.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Hale Mahaolu Personal Care Program, the Chair is recommending a
reduction. Questions?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Revisit.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, revisit, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Before we move on to the next page, just want clarity. Jumping
back up to Hana Arts where it says, delete, dash, new grant proposed in FY 2013. Does that
mean that they're open to put forward a grant under this Grants for disbursements of culture and
arts, just no longer a line item here? Is that what that's stating?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: My understanding is they still can apply.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Right. Okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: For grants in other more broader subject areas. It just won't be we having a
line item.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Page 10 of 10. Now, let's see, the Chair has recommended a
deletion under Hana Human Services, the 50,000. Questions? Mr. Carroll?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: This is a $50,000 reduction for...that's one, we're on Human
Services on Page 10?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Page 10, yeah.
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COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Oh, this one over here it has new grant proposal. I spoke on this
before in Budget and Council. Even though this is a new proposal, it was on there before. In the
Tavares Administration, they never carried it forward. The reason I didn't speak up on the other
one that, for Hana, the Arts, is that we used to use this to supplement the different programs that
we had, and it used to read, Hana Human Services and Economic Development. Because the
two were so interrelated and it...that way there was no arguments about the justification for
spending the money. I would like to revisit this and have this put back in the Budget.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We shall revisit.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: And we'll be talking about that later, so I won't give the whole talk
now.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: This was the pot that historically paid for the dialysis program also, right?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: No, not for the dialysis program.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I don't think so, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: The Hana Human Services...
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, now we have a specific line, but I thought we funded it from the past
from that previous pot?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: No.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We shall return to that, Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Maui Food Bank, there's a reduction from the Chair. Questions? Do
we have consensus?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Revisit, please.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Revisit.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No, I'm gonna revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Let's see. MEO, Enlace Hispano, the Chair has removed this one
and proviso'd a, the Human Concerns Admin, I guess, I believe it was the Admin component.
Questions on this? Do we have consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We shall move that forward. Under the Maui Farm, the Chair's
recommending a 2012 funding level. Any questions?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Under Mental Health Association?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Self Sufficiency Program, the Chair is recommending a reduction.
Questions? Do we have consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We shall move that forward. Members, Page 11. Okay. Special
Olympics.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Women Helping Women?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. J. Walter Cameron Center.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Revisit. Okay, we have the Boy Scouts of America, 250,000.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We have a Drug Free Lanai as a reduction.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Revisit. We'd like to revisit that, Chair.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Best Buddies, there's a proviso, that $17,000 shall not be released
until matching funds from State of Hawaii are received. Questions for the Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: We have consensus?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Yep.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We'll move that forward. Keiki Kokua, reduction. Questions for the
Chair?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Let's see, Page 12, Members, Lahaina Tutoring Project. We have the Chair
recommending flat to '12. Questions for the Chair? Do we have consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: I'd like to revisit. I mean, it's a small amount of money, but these
people do a really outstanding job.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. MEO, Inc., for Youth Services.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Under Project Graduation, the Chair is increasing it. Questions for
the Chair? Is there consensus?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Consensus.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Under Animal Management, the new...the changes are, the Chair has added
two provisos. One is 10,000 for Lanai Animal Rescue with no funds for personnel costs, and
number four he's recommending a proviso of 100,000 for the SNIP Program, and he's also
recommending a adjustment of reduction. Questions for the Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Revisit, Chair.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Especially the reduction, I would like to...
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: My concern, Chair, is that there's a huge difference between what they
asked for and the $10,000, so I'd like to know why. Thank you. For Lanai.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: For mine?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah, for Lanai.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. My reasons for that one is that, you know, they started off as a
volunteer and they doing a great job as a volunteer. I prefer that if they ask us for our money,
that they use it for non-personnel costs, and that if they gonna leverage it, they use the nongovernment funding for positions 'cause I don't want to fund positions. That's my position,
that's my take on it.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: You're the Lanai person, Chair. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair, my rationale is the reduction to 2012. We are well aware
that there's been a tremendous increase in the amount of stray animals, abandoned animals and
it's becoming an acute problem. I mean right within my own neighborhood, we have a lot more,
what I call feral animals going around that I've never seen before. So that growth has, really
needs some additional help and I have no problem with, you know, putting these monies in
specific provisos, but the additional 90,000, I still think, should be given so that better control
and better help is done in that area. But anyhow, we can talk about it, but I'd like to revisit,
please.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much. There's nothing under Liquor Control.
Under Department of Management, the Chair has recommended deleting the Civil Engineer W
position. I know the Chair has, had reviewed other opportunities and other ways of still
providing the service or the position by one lateral movement, so I know the Chair has thought
about it to support the CIP efforts. Okay. Page 13 of 48.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Does that mean you're gonna revisit or I didn't know if you...you
didn't ask for...
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: No, I would say we can go with it because we still can accomplish it by -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --you know, other-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Agreed.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --Administrative means.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Agreed.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: So we have consensus, Members?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Consensus.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Consensus.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. MIS, page, top of Page 13 of 48, the Chair is showing you his
deletions for Expansion, Fire Expansion. He's reducing the desktop replacement total amount,
reducing training travel, reducing the equipment for the Civil Engineer W, reducing Professional
Services, reducing repair and maintenance, reducing upgrades and reducing Premium Pay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Revisit, please.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Do you wanna...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Just want the specifics, we want to revisit or all?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, it's easier so that we can, you know, the Chair can get his ducklings in
line.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. Well, mine is reducing the desktop computer replacements.
I'd like to revisit that, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Same here as well as Professional Services.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We shall return.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Office of the Mayor, the Chair under Economic Development has a
reduction regarding duplicate request for rental expenses, 150,000. Is there any questions? Do
we have consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Moving that forward. Under Maui County Farm Bureau, the Chair is
recommending a reduction back to 2012. Questions?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I'd like that revisited, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Do we have consensus?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, revisit, please, Chair.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Maui Nui Botanical Gardens, the Chair is recommending a small
reduction back to 2012. Questions?
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Revisit, Chair, please.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Page 14, Ka Ipu Kukui, the Chair has recommended deletion.
Questions?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Lahaina Town Action Committee - Lahaina Boat Day and the Chair
has recommended deletion. Questions?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Consensus?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Oh that's right, this is the one that was relocated.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, ma'am?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, I'm okay with it because they've taken care of it on Page 16,
otherwise I would be concerned 'cause I think this is really important.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: The Chair is, Mr. Pontanilla is just taking another route of funding.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah, he didn't move it.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So it's okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We shall move that forward as consensus.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Ma Ka Hana Ka Ike -COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --reduction back to 2012.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Revisit.
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COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Chair, I say that because this is a model program that I think, you know,
if they can use a little extra funding to go and spend time outside of Hana and share their ideas
with others I think it would be very helpful, so.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We can return. MEDB, the Chair's reduced, recommended a
reduction of 80,000.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Small Business Promotion, the Chair is recommending a reduction.
Questions for the Chair? Do we have consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We shall move that forward. Page 15, Members. The first one is
UH Nursing and Dental Assistant Programs. The Chair is recommending a reduction on this.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Revisit, Chair.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Under Festival of Aloha, the Chair is recommending a small increase
for Maui, Molokai, Hana and Lanai. Questions for the Chair? Do we have consensus?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Consensus.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Sorta.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We'll move that forward. Film Industry, the Chair's recommending
a reduction and a proviso that 25,000 shall be for the Maui Film Festival.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Revisit.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Maui Community Theater, the Chair is recommending a reduction.
Questions? Do we have consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Sister City Program, the Chair is recommending a reduction.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Grants and disbursements for renewable energy and energy efficiency
program.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Page 16, under General Funds, this is . . .(inaudible). . . Grants,
Office of the Mayor -- Lanai Watershed, 83,000. Questions? Do we have consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Under Grants and disbursements for Economic Development Initiatives, the
Chair has recommended a reduction of 20,000, a proviso that 21,000 shall be for Lahaina Boat
Day, as well as a second proviso that line items 12,000 for the Maui Nui Canoe Race regarding
facilitation and organization of the event. Okay. Questions?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Revisit.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: . . .(inaudible). . . on the reduction.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: And Chair? If you don't...
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Just a question, I'm sorry. On the first one on this page, the 83,000, is it
possible for us to leave it as special funds in the Water Department? Because it is to help protect
water source for the County's residents, even though it's not our water system.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: They moving it back to the Department of Water.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Moving it back.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. This was in the -COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: No, this was in Water.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --Water Department's consideration and the original...
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: So I'm asking if it's possible to leave it in Water, rather than spending
General Fund monies because it's for the County's residents' protection of water source.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. I guess for Corp. Counsel and Water Department, since Lanai
doesn't participate in the County's operations and system, Lanai pays nothing into the fund. So
use of the fund has traditionally been only for those for ratepayers and users of the County
system. So, you know, you can...depends where you want to take it out. I think it's easier to
defend from General Fund for Lanai --
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COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --than the water fund.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: It's easy to defend, I'm just wondering if it's easy to justify moving it
back. Okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: I would recommend we leave it where it is, Members.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Consensus.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We're gonna move that forward. Okay. Under Economic
Development Initiatives, you guys want to visit...revisit Boat Day and Maui Nui?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: I have a question in regards to the 12,000, 2,000 increase from last
year?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And just wanted to know how that came about or should we just
mark a revisit on this?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Part of that was, I think, in the discussions over the weekend with the
Chairman that, you know, that comes out to $4,000 per island to do the development and
organizing.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And but that's not like in a proviso, it's not worded exactly that
way, where the Kahana Canoe Club is forced to utilize 4,000 per island? 'Cause I don't believe
that it would work for them to do it that way. I mean anybody would like to see an increase, but
that's my question--is, is it...is this stating that they have to utilize four, four and four on three
separate islands, you know what I mean, in order to get the full 12? Or it...
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: That's how Mr. Pontanilla and I were looking at it.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah. So, I think the main organizer, you know, they don't need as
much on Molokai as they do on Lanai, probably more so on Maui itself or...I mean, I don't
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know, but I mean, I think if it's equally distributed, I don't know if it'd work in their favor that
way. So I mean we can revisit this?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Well it's not worded so tightly, currently.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah. I mean, as long as it's not gonna prevent them from, you
know what I mean, like being short on one island and too much, you know, overly needed on
another island kinda thing so. I kinda wanted it, I would like to see it more at the club's
discretion, how they need to disburse the funding that's given to them to best utilize it basically.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Then they're gonna need to be smart in how they craft their request for
proposal, which is what OED will then rate and approve eventually. So, you know, it's gonna
take the grant writer some...well, it needs to be well thought out from the grant writer's point of
view. I think they can get it done, Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Okay. I'm good, then.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Anything else, Members, under ED Initiatives?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I think they wanted to revisit the reduction? I think it came from over
that side.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: The 20,000?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, the 20,000, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I wanted us to revisit that.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. All right. We can come back for that.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you, Chair.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Parks and Recs., the Chair has recommended we keep status quo regarding
the Permit Enforcement consideration. He has deleted the request for additional Secretary for
the expansion as well as reduced the reallocation requirements. Okay. Questions for the Chair?
Do we have consensus?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Consensus.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Consensus.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We shall move that forward. Let us move down to Aquatics. The
Chair has recommended for Aquatics, Park Maintenance and, or just Park Maintenance and
Aquatics, a reduction of Premium Pay. Questions? Do we have consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Moving that forward. Page 17, Planning and Development,
Recreation and Support Services, the Chair is recommending adjustments in Premium Pay.
Questions? Do we have consensus?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Moving that forward. Under the PALS Play and Learn Sessions
Program, the Chair is recommending retaining the PALS Program for this new Budget year
within the Parks and Recreation Department, and therefore, if you notice, he has a reinstatement
amount back into the Budget. Questions?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Consensus.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Do we have consensus? Okay, we shall move that forward. The
bottom of Page 17, we have one adjustment for Personnel Services Admin regarding Premium
Pay. Do we have consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Moving forward. Page 18, Department of Planning. We do have
one adjustment the Chair is recommending that we place funding for two positions established,
which is PL-0046 and PL-0074, regarding the implementation of the Short-Term Rental
Ordinance as well as a adjustment in Premium Pay. Questions?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Do we have consensus? Okay. We're moving that forward. Department of
Police under Administration, the Chairman is recommending Premium Pay adjustments. Under
Investigative Service, he has moved the equipment from the bond and reduction of Premium Pay,
and under Uniformed Patrol, he has a proposal to reduce Premium Pay. Questions for the Chair?
Do we have consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We're moving all that forward. Page 19, Technical and Support
Services, the Chair is recommending a reduction in Premium Pay. Under Department of Public
Works on Page 19 under Engineering, a reduction in Premium Pay as well as for Public Works
under Development Services Admin Program - General Fund, reduction of Premium Pay.
Questions? Any...do we have consensus regarding Page 19?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Moving all that forward. Page 20, we do have an adjustment and this is
regarding the General Fund for Engineering Services.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: You want to revisit this, Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Please.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Under Road, Bridge and Maintenance - Highway Fund, the Chair is
recommending moving Highway Equipment from the equipment bond, reducing Premium Pay.
Traffic Management, reduction of Premium Pay. Garage Services, reduction of Premium Pay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Agreed.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Questions for the Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No. Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Consensus?
NOTE: Silence.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Moving forward. Under Page 21, Department of Water Supply, you
have the Chairman is recommending, one, reduction of Premium in the Admin Program. He is
increasing the four watershed areas--East Maui, East Molokai, West Maui and Leeward--all by
100,000, except for West Maui, which will go another 100,260 for adjustment of 200,260. And
to balance it off, he's deleting under Grants and disbursements for watershed, 415,000.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay-COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Consensus.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Very good. Page 22, under Water Operations under Water Fund, there's a
request for a reduction in Premium Pay. Any questions? Do we have consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Moving forward. Okay. I can either go, keep going or if, Ms. Baisa,
you're ready we can...
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: 5:30, sir. Not now.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, okay. Well, then you heard it. We going work, keep working, guys.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Slave...taskmaster, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Mr. Chair, can we have a three-minute recess?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Sure, we can take a short recess. We'll take...5:10. . . . (gavel).. .
RECESS:

5:03 p.m.

RECONVENE:

5:11 p.m.

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA: . . . (gavel). . . Okay. Members, let us get back to work. We have a little
more to go before the evening break. We will be starting on Page 23, Capital Improvement
Projects. This is for the CIP Projects under General Fund. Okay. First project is Hana. We
have Nahiku Community Center. We have put in General Fund, 280,000 from Bond and a
reduction adjustment. Okay.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Parks, Baldwin Park, we've moved it to General Fund with a slight
adjustment, again as the Chair has recommended for all other projects. Do we have consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Under Kalana 0 Maui deletion.

4th

Floor, the Chair is recommending a
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Revisit.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Kahului Fire Station, he is moving this to General Fund and reduce. Do we
have consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Under Parks and Recs. he has deleted Central Maui Aquatics,
1 million; Central Maui Regional, 400; Kepaniwai Heritage Park, he has reduced 130. He has a
proviso for War Memorial Football Stadium. Wailuku Gym, he's moved that to General Fund
from Bond with a similar reduction and War Memorial/Central Maui Civic Complex is reduced
from Bond with the same reduction, and then he's added a proviso, that the funds shall be used
for the, a master plan of the War Memorial Complex. Questions for the Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Do we have consensus? Mr. Mateo? Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:
...(inaudible)...

...(Inaudible)... return to the Kepaniwai Heritage Gardens

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Yes, Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you. No, just as long as we can return ... (inaudible)...
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Revisit that.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Okay. That was the

ball and I think, parking lot request.

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Right.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, do we have consensus on the others?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. We shall move forward and then return to Kepaniwai.
Under General Fund, Page 24, let's see, no revisions. Under Wahikuli Beach Park, we have
moved it from Bond, the 150,000.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Consensus.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Consensus.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Any issues? Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No, but Chair, quick question.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Park assessment fees are not appropriate for this type of use?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: That is correct. That's why this is under General Fund.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: This is maintenance and repair.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Molokai, we have for the Duke Maliu Park Improvements, we
moving it to General Fund from the Bond, the 250. And then also under Molokai General Fund,
we have the Kaunakakai Police Station Renovations, moving it from Bond with a reduction. So
for Molokai Community Plan Area, those two requests, questions? Consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Lanai Community, we went to General Fund. This
Lanai Multi-Purpose is a reduction from 150 to 75. Couple things on that one, Members, yeah.
We do have a, the sports leagues have hustled a lot of community donations which really pleased
me. They took it on their own, and then we are still awaiting, there is still no right of entry or
lease agreement proposal for us to expend public monies on this site currently, so. I just thought
we'd put in some money and if they can get their documents squared away, then we'll have the
ability to use some of our funds.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So you're okay with that amount?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, at this time.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Seventy-five is okay with you?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, at this time.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Even the 15 is okay with you?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: And the 15 is the Lanai, it says, Lanai Little League Field, but that's the
complex area, yeah.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's for playground equipment.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: That's in between the churches and the County Little League Field side.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That area right there?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And you comfortable with that, Chair?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, again, yeah, my thing is, you know, if we need more, we can come
back and request, but I'd like to have it very reasonable.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Consensus, then. If you're happy. . .happy to help you with that.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Under General Fund, Countywide, Chair is
recommending from cash, Countywide Building, reduction of 100,000. Countywide Fire, a
reduction of 150; and under the Fire, the, that a temporary shelter for Fire Equipment is
constructed at the Lanai Fire Station. That one, Members, I got from Honolulu Fire Department.
They using the same type of equipment we will be using for our Lanai facility. They consider
that, the three units that we want to house can be done for approximately 100,000 plus or minus
with a wind rating of 105 miles an hour. But they shouldn't be in the shelter. They should be
out there when the wind's that strong. I'm sure they'll be in the community Okay. Do we have
any questions? Do we have consensus under Countywide?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Consensus.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Mr. Chair?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Mr. Chair, I'm sorry.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: I'd like to go back to Parks and Rec for Duke Maliu and ask that...I
know we got consensus on it earlier.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: If we could revisit this item again?
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We can do that.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: That's fine. Okay. But we're gonna move the Countywide Facility and
Fire, the numbers forward.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Page 25, there is one under Countywide Parks, the Chair has
recommended a reduction of 100,000. And on the Large Capacity Cesspool Closure, he has
moved it from Bond. Do we have any questions? Do we have consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Moving forward. We are under Highway Fund, Members, WailukuKahului Community Plan Area. The Chair has moved Kamehameha Avenue at Kane to be
funded from Highway Funds, instead of GO Bond and he is also recommending Waiale Road
Improvements at Waiinu Road from Bond to Highway Funds. Questions on those two? Do we
have consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Page 26 under the Kihei-Makena for Highway Funds, the Chair has reduced
the Traffic Regional Master Plan by 20,000. He has added from Bonds to Highway Funds,
South Kihei Road Traffic Signals, 80,000. Do we have questions on this request? Do we have
consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Moving forward. Thank you. Highway Fund, Countywide, the
Chair has recommended that we make a deletion and he makes note of the 1 3 million in the
Bond Fund. Is there questions?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Just a question on, is it 1.3 million there for use or is it already
encumbered or?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Let me ask Staff, you know, I don't recall Mr. Pontanilla sharing some
of... Scott, if you could help the Committee, please, with Chairman's thoughts on that one?
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MR. KANESHINA: It's saying that the $1.3 million is proposed to be in the Bond Fund. So we moved
it from here to the Bond Fund to cover, you know, the two...instead of doing the 200 there and
another addition in the Bond, we just put it all in the Bond Fund to cover that cost, too.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Any questions on that, Members? We have consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Moving forward. Let me go down to Road Improvements. The
Chair did increase slightly Countywide Road Resurfacing. Questions? We have consensus?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Revisit, please.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: The Road Resurfacing?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Please.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Members, Page 27, let me direct you to Bond Fund, Hana
Community Plan. We did remove the Nahiku Community Center, so that is just the minus for
the add that we had in General Fund, so. No objections, Members? Yeah, we'll move
that ...that' s consensus.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Also, under Baldwin Park at the bottom of the page, that's the same
adjustment as earlier.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Moving forward.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: I'm sorry, what. ..son -y, Chair.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, ma'am?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: I missed a whole area here. The Nahiku Community, I was just
curious on Page 23 where it states where it's being moved to here to the Bond Fund?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: It's at 280 and then here it's at 350?
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UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: ... (Inaudible)...
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Sorry?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: They said ... (Inaudible)... reduce.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So it's increased?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, that's part of the reduction.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, reduce--oh, oh, got it, got it. Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Remember when the Committee -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah. Oh, sorry.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --was going through the project reviews and we looked at design, how they
approach design funding and construction funding. It was pretty much interesting. Almost every
project had the same kind of numbers.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, right, right.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: We're good.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: You're good? Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: You know, Mr. Chair, that brings up something that I was considering
way back at. . .in the Parks, you know, we have all these design and whatnot fund and also a
need for the CIP team. Where would I...I guess we'll do that when we come back, but I am
seriously considering moving all the Parks design and planning to the Management Office so
they can do countywide. Is that...I mean, we're talking about design money here and positions
elsewhere. I'd just like to bring that up for discussion, probably at the planning and design.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Well, you're gonna have it definitely when we talk about the Civil
Engineer W -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --in the Office of Management, so, you know, Chair Pontanilla can take it
all under when we review that subject area.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Right. Thank you.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ...(cough)... Excuse me. Okay. Members, Page 28 of 48, Bond Fund,
again, Chair has recommended at this time to delete the 5.2 Bond request for Waikamoi.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Revisit that, Chair, please.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Revisit.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. He has moved to General Fund, Kahului Fire Station, Wailuku Gym,
so, any questions or issues? We're just gonna move that forward.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Revisit, only that it went from 950,000 to 100,000. That's a significant
jump.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Huh?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Wailuku Gym Improvements? I believe it went to 100,000 when they
reduced?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, we can double check on that. I think that was the roof repair project.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, different.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: But we'll come back, Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: War Memorial/Central Maui Civic, that one got reduced and moved to the
General Fund. Okay. So gonna mark that consensus. Under Road Improvements, Members, the
Chairman did inform us of his intent from a Bond going to the Highway Fund, so Kam Avenue
at Kane will go to Highway Fund; Waiale Road will go to Highway Fund. Central Maui landfill
Gulch Crossing is Lapsed Bond Proceeds as well as the Nonpotable Water Tank System, we
moved to Lapsed Bond Proceeds.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Consensus.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Consensus, Members?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Page 29, Lapsed Bond Proceeds for the following two,
Central Maui Landfill Wind Turbine and Groundwater Monitoring Well Network. Any
questions? Do we have consensus?
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COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Moving forward. We're under the Bond Fund, general obligation for
the Kihei-Makena Area. The Chair has recommended that we place Kenolio Building
Renovations and he has a reduction of $100,000 for this one. Questions?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Consensus? Okay. We shall move forward. South Maui Community Park,
the Chair has recommended a deletion from Bond and to use Park Assessments for this request.
Do we have questions?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Revisit. Because there was no increase in the parks assessment on the
Parks Assessment side so, I don't know if we have any more than the 375 that's in there.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: We'll follow up on that -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --question, Mr. Couch. Thank you. Members, under Road Improvements
for the South Maui District, under Bond Fund, the Chair has recommended that the South Kihei
Traffic Signalization [sic] project be moved to Highways. Is there any questions? Consensus?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Moving forward. Bottom of Page 29 is the Wahikuli Beach Park
Pavilion Improvements, we're moving that to General Fund from the Bond Fund, 150,000. Any
questions?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We'll move that forward. Page 30...we can try finish this. Page 30,
Members, under Lanai Community Plan, we moved to General Fund the Lanai Multi-Purpose, as
well as moving to the Lapsed Bond, the Lanai Landfill Moisture Probes. Any questions?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No questions.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. That's consensus. For Molokai, we have three areas. One, under the
Kaunakakai Police Station Renovation, Chair Pontanilla is recommending General Fund; Duke
Maliu Park to General Fund; and Molokai Landfill Cell No. 4 we shall use Lapsed Bond
Proceeds to fund that project request. Questions? We have consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, moving that forward. Under Countywide Bond, the Chair has
recommending deletion as he made in earlier adjustments under Parks and Recs., Countywide
Park, he's deleting the 500 for Bond and 300 for the Large Capacity Cesspool Closure.
Questions? We have consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Moving forward. Page 31, under Road Improvements, the Chair has
recommended a deletion of this request from the Bond Fund. Under Other Projects, he is
recommending that we move to the departments from the Countywide Equipment request -Bond request, the 1,000 GPM Tanker for Wailea, we've moved that to department; armored
Special Response; we moved that to Police and Public Works Equipment; we moved that back to
Public Works Department. Questions?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: We have consensus?
NOTE: Silence.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, we're moving all that forward. Okay, under Public Safety Radio
System Replacement, we have an increase of $1 million for this request. Any questions?
COUNCILMEMBER

: No.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Yes, Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Chair, this is just an increase, moving the monies from Lapsed Bond,
right? It's not an increase in the project cost?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay. Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, any further questions on this? Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Mr. Chair, I wanted to add something to Other Projects, so, you know,
somewhere in there I need to revisit to add, potentially add something. So I don't know where
you would like that to happen.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, we can return to Countywide Equipment.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Well, it's not equipment, it's a project, so.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, I guess it comes under Other Projects. So when we return.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah. So revisit or I don't know how you...
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: We'll make a note that -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --you have a consideration.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Not a problem. Okay. Let's see. Lapsed Bond monies, Members, under
Sanitation we have the Central Maui Landfill. The Chair has proposed a proviso regarding 350
of that shall be for the Wind Turbine Project. We already talked about the Lanai Moisture
Probes for the Landfill, moving from Bond. We did talk about Landfill Cell 4 for Molokai, as
well as the Public Safety Radio, so with all the other adjustments proposed for 31, Members, the
Chair is recommending consensus, it's mostly housekeeping. Any questions?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No questions.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We shall move forward. Page 32, except for those...addition of the
word "Funds" in appropriate place, there's no changes. Page...
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah. Somehow, I need to insert or have a discussion in regards to
adding 60,000 from my Park Assessment fees for Outdoor Lighting for some West Maui ball
fields, so can I make a notation?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, we'll return to that Community Plan Area under Park Assessment.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: And you know, we'll have Staff work with you -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Make a notation.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --so that we can help you with the language to take out for the --
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --your CIP project because -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --that would qualify for Park Assessment.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And again, Mr. Chair the -VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: --the other delete of 125, it doesn't show the increase over here, so.
MR. KANESHINA: Mr. Chair?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Scott, please?
MR. KANESHINA: I believe when we reviewed it with Chair Pontanilla over the weekend, his idea
was based on the description, he saw this Park Assessment, South Maui Community Park, 375;
and then he saw a similar request for 125 out of the one Mr. Couch just pointed out, and he just
said in his words, "use the Park Assessment", so that was the note-COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: . . .(laughter). . .
MR. KANESHINA: So, if that clears things up?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. Well, we'll check what's in your fund.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thanks.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: You know 'cause unless there's development, your fund don't grow in the
region, so. Okay. We will break at this point in time so that when we return, we'll start with our
favorite, the Sewer Fund.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: . . . (laughter).. .
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yea, my favorite.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . .(inaudible). . .
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: My understanding from Chair is that dinner is `til 7:00, Members. Okay.
So we shall stand in recess until 7:00 p.m. . . . (gavel) . . .

RECESS:

5:33 p.m.

RECONVENE:

7:05 p.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA:
. . .(gavel). . . The Budget and Finance Committee meeting is now
reconvened. The Chair would like to thank Vice-Chair Hokama. I understand we're on Page 33,
Sewer Fund, Countywide. Okay. In the Sewer Fund, Countywide, we show an increase of
$261...$261,925. Consensus?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Consensus.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Going down, consensus on the title change, right? Hana Source
Improvements to Wakiu.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: ...(Inaudible)...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: We don't care.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: All the title changes, we okay with it.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The next, Page 34, consensus on all of the reds?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: There's nothing.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: All pau already, pau.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's it.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No changes, huh?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, only titles.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, what? Go home?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No!
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: . . . (laughter).. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Let's see, Grant Revenues. Grant Revenues, actually, if anybody has a heartburn in changing--because these are just numbers that we hope to get. For the Civil Defense, any
changes?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No, none for nobody.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Department of Environmental Management? I'm just gonna ask.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Department of Finance?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Department of Fire and Public Safety?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Department of Housing and Human Concerns?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No.
MR. KANESHINA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, wait. Yes?
MR. KANESHINA: On Page 38.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: What, there is no 38.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah, there is.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: On Page 38.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, okay.
MR. KANESHINA: The Hospital Discharge Planning Model, I believe there's, we took up a budget
amendment relating to this one and there was some concern about the E/P.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The one, yeah.
MR. KANESHINA: I believe we zeroed it out.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So that should be changed to zero? You're saying, Chair, make
that zero?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And then...okay. Page 39, no change. Page 40, no change. Page 41, no
change. Page 42, no change. Page 43, no change. Page 44, no change. Page 45, no change.
Page 46, no change. Page 47, the only change is the Lipoa Point.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yes, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Page 48, we removed the old 13 and 14. We added a new 13. Okay?
Everybody okay with that?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And then Kaunoa Senior Services Leisure Program, there's no money on the
side, but it's something that we collect. Everybody okay with that?
NOTE: Silence.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Okay. Go on Page 5. Reinstate Treasury in the Administration
Program--DF-0010, DF-0020, DF-0043 and operation funds. There's a request by Mr. Couch
and Ms. Baisa? State?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Just was wondering, you know, we heard from the Department and we
just thought that...I thought that was a good idea that we should continue on with that.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, I read the correspondence. We had correspondence with the
lawyer about whether this, we could do this or not do this, and can somebody explain exactly
what the story is?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Lawyer? Corporation Counsel?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . . (laughter).. .
MR. UEOKA: Our opinion essentially said that the Mayor's allowed to do temporary transfers;
however, the Charter is clear that all permanent transfers are subject to County Council
appropriation. So, I guess the Mayor is asking for it in his proposed Budget, so it's up to you
folks right now.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So if we say temporary...because he can do a temporary transfer, at the same
time create a item so that we can further discuss this thing in the appropriate Committee to
ensure that, you know, all of our questions--the ones that do have questions about the move--so
temporary transfers can still go on? But once we are satisfied, then we can make this a
permanent move?
MR. UEOKA: You guys have the ability to make the appropriations to make it a permanent move, yes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Okay. Good.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: To follow up on that, there was a letter from the Treasurer saying that
this was already done. So that's regarded as a temporary transfer, and only the Budget process
would make it permanent? Or further action down the road if we create an item?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Corporation Counsel-COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Kind of hard to undo something that's already been done--is where I'm
going.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: But I thought they needed Council's approval prior to doing that, which they
haven't come to the Council for that approval.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: But it's already done. How can we undo what's done?
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MR. UEOKA: My understanding is the Mayor may temporarily transfer. It only becomes permanent
once the appropriation is made. So if the appropriation is not made in the ensuing Budget, I
would assume that the, I guess the move would be, I guess or another move would be made back.
That would be my assumption as to how it would be.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I don't know. It's kind of messy, but I do understand the situation.
That's why I wanted to revisit because I wanted us to explain this.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Yeah, this one here is very messy, by the way.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And that's the same thing--I wanted to find out if it cost to do that
move and is it going to cost some more to move 'em back?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Corporation Counsel?
MR. UEOKA: That's not something I'm aware of.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. We'll follow up on that question because I need to confer with Staff
here to ensure that if we did that, it's legal.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And along those lines, Mr. Chair, we did have the question about
whether or not they could even do it temporarily without at least notifying the Council, Section,
whatever that Section was.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Corporation Counsel?
MR. UEOKA: I believe Section 7 of the Proposed Budget Ordinance does contain a notice provision.
I'm not sure what transpired with the move.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I guess the question is, you know you said you were gonna
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, if we don't appropriate, then, it goes back the same way.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's the way I understand it
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And so the question is, how much did it cost to move 'em and how
much is it going to cost to move 'em back?
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: We can find out from Finance, how much it cost them to move.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, I think that's the question, is how do we deal with any
expenditures have been made--because we were told they couldn't make these expenditures
without our approval.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's right.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So that's the issue that remains.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So what actually can the Council do?
MR. UEOKA: I guess the first question would be, were there any expenditures and we can -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Correct.
MR. UEOKA: --explore avenues of correction at that time. I am not sure what types of actions could be
taken.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So can we bring forward the Treasurer over here to explain?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: How about the Finance Director?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Or both?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Mr. Baz can.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Sure we can.
MR. UEOKA: Sure, you can make a request -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: We can request.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Why not?
MR. UEOKA: --for information.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So we get from the horse's mouth what actually happened.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes. Yes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, I'd like to request that we get the Finance --79-
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: --Director here to explain -CHAIR PONTANILLA: And the Treasurer.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: --and I think that'll clear it up.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I want the Treasurer.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And he can bring the Treasurer if he chooses to -CHAIR PONTANILLA: I'm sorry I want the Treasurer-COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yep, yes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --also here -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --to answer those questions. Okay. So we come back to that. Okay. The
next one is again, Financial Services Program, Increase for Real Property Tax computer
equipment. Don Couch, Gladys Baisa, Mike Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Mr. Chair, you know, first of all, we don't know how much it's gonna
cost. $980,000 is an awful lot for whatever kind of computer equipment you want to do, but
either way, shouldn't computer equipment be pretty much in the MIS? I mean to do what we
think we want to do, I mean, just off the top of my head, 200K is plenty.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well this was provided to us by the Real Property Tax Division in regards to
the type of equipment that they would require to ensure that what we talking about
going...looking at the real property tax and ensuring that people are really paying their fair share.
And again, this is the latest technology that I understand that's out there.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Is that software, then? Not equipment, but software?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Computer hardware and software.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Hardware and software. Okay. That's...yeah, I was gonna say, that's
a awful lot of...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, no, when I saw that 980,000, I swallowed hard.
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, but, Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I think, you know, my concern with this revisit was, you know, to
get that clarification and secondly, to more importantly, to give them the proper tools to do what
we've all been asking them to do--is to make proper classifications by having the proper
equipment. And this is part of the equation. And so I have no problem, you know, putting it in
here and if you're telling me then--or maybe that's what I would like to hear from the
department, specifically, what these costs would come out to, how much software, how much
hardware would this total come out to. You know, just to satisfy my mind, 'cause $980,000...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. I think we can get that, and this was provided by the Real Property Tax
Division in regards to the type of equipment that they would require.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, the reason I ask -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: --for the revisit is I'm in the same place. I want to make sure these
people have what they need to do this job. You know, we're all over them about collecting RPT
and if we don't give them the tools, then, you know, they're gonna say, well I asked and you
didn't give, so. Let's find out and then maybe we can make a better decision.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Scott, you got some information?
MR. KANESHINA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I think the document you're referring to that kinda breaks
out the hardware/software and kind of like a wish list, I believe that was distributed, you know,
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in the TIG. When I was staffing the TIG, I think that's where the numbers came from. So we
can get further clarification in writing if you want.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. And in regards to the manpower requirements, I clarified it with Real
Property Tax Division in regards to the manpower requirement--that one GIS Analyst, as well as
the one Valuation Analyst I. So that was confirmed by me with Real Property Tax Division.
Okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: I know how we need to do it on the worksheets, but as I recall regarding the
computer equipment, the 980, it's not just specific hardware and software to implement the...
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Pictometry.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: . . . pictometry component, but was also to update our assessment system,
okay, because the system is old. It's over 13 years old. It's outdated information, and part of the
money was to bring up this new assessment system so that we can be current and then all of this
other tools with the positions would bring the integrity in the enforcement component--as I best
recall the request before us, Chairman. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Mr. Chair, you mentioned the Analyst and the...what was the other
position?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Valuation Analyst I and GIS Analyst.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And is that on top of the three Agricultural Assessors as well?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Actually, the request by the Department, although it says, Agricultural
Assessors and the number three, actually it's two and what they're gonna be called is what I just
mentioned to you. And they will be doing the agriculture piece.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Those two, the...oh, got you. So we need to change that to two, then?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Change the three to two.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any more questions on that?
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So do I have consensus?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Well until we see the report.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Until we, when we see the . . . (inaudible).. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, yeah, just the, this equipment and the two? You still want information on
the equipment?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah, we'd like to see the information on the equipment.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. If we can make a request? So the two assessors, two...the GIS as well
as the Valuation Analyst is okay?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Six months.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Six months.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Next one. Reinstate the Collections section in the Financial Service
Program: DF-0047, DF-0053, DF-0067, DF-0071, DF-0116, DF-0165, DF-0172, DF-0178,
DF-0180, DF-0181 and operation funds. Mr. Couch and Ms. Baisa? Similar to the Treasury.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes, so they can explain all that.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: ... (Inaudible)... get the details, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yep.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Next page. Treasury Program, same thing?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yep.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. And...
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Grants, that was Grants, yeah?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Grants Management.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And-COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Mr. Chair, that was Grants Management, not Treasury.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: In the Treasury Program.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: On Page 6?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Well there's two. The one above-CHAIR PONTANILLA: The one above, move to Department of Housing and Human Concerns.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right, yeah, that one.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: We asked to revisit that also.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. So these are all concern the Finance Department, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Increase Programs and Self Insurance. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: When do you want to get numbers changed? For instance, I personally
want to take that $2 million out.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: For your information, this Chairman is not gonna take that $2 million out.
Okay?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Just out of curiosity 'cause I think our liability...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Why do you want to take it out?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Pardon?
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Why do you want to take it out?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I believe our liabilities--and I would have to check with Corp.
Counsel--is gonna be around 6 million, so 8.5 is plenty.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: If you have...well the Chair's intent is to put in that $2 million.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. So, I guess for the procedure, when do we do the whole
motions...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well, we can vote on 'em right now.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: We vote on 'em now or we don't really have a motion right now, right?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well, I can ask for consensus or not at this time.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: All right, then I would like to...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. As much as possible, I'm looking at this Budget that I have prepared
and I'm going to defend it too.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Sure.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No, understood.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah, we expect that. Is there a chance we can get, maybe a notice
from the Corp. Counsel, from Mr. Wong as far as what his estimates are?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I understand what Mr. Wong had said to us in Executive Session.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Let me say it this way without...since we're in open session. I would highly
recommend this Committee support Chairman Pontanilla's request to increase to 10.5. You
know, as your Policy Chair, I'm aware of certain issues in our Committee that I would say at this
time it is more prudent than...and basically more sound if we would make this appropriate
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adjustment at this time. And if we don't need it, then we'll always come back with one either
supplemental request or a re-appropriation consideration.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No, I'm done.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Do I have agreement?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Consensus. Okay. Page 7, Transfer to Post-Employment Obligation Fund.
Mr. Victorino. Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, Mr. Chair. I personally wanted, you know, understanding
what you're trying to achieve here, I can agree with the concept, but I felt like, you know, you
want to make a big dent, I know this doesn't do it. But you really, you know, I really didn't feel
comfortable putting nearly $5 million in additional. I can understand wanting to put more, you
know, because you want to start bringing down that debt, but I, you know, I was uncomfortable
with that so that was my reason for asking to revisit.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Staff?
MR. KANESHINA: In regard to the OPEB?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
MR. KANESHINA: You know, that number is kinda based, it's kinda reported in the CAFR...what
they call the ARC, the Annual Required Contribution. Based on the last study that was done in
2009, under a certain set of assumptions I think that ARC was around $21 million. Mr. Young
stated that the new study's gonna come out soon. He also shared that mortalities are stretching
out longer. He mentioned that average, you know, 90-year old teachers. The discount rate went
down, the cost of health insurance went up. So I mean without really doing a full actuary
analysis, it's my opinion it would go up, the expense. And Mr. Young alluded to that, it'll be a
significant increase, what he felt, so.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman, I think if the Members can verify...the Legislature decked, as
one of the conference bill, the anti or the spiking adjustment legislation. And so part of that
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decking--and more than likely it's gonna move forward in both Houses to approval--then it still
leaves that three-year door open for a rush of immediate retirees that can qualify for the things
this bill wants to address. But because of our employer contribution requirements, I would say
this is a sound move to try and offset what I see as a potential new increase in retirees in the next
three years because then door then gets slammed shut completely. So as an employer, I think we
need to prepare for this potential additional retirees that gonna make use of it before the clock
expires in 2015, Chair. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Ms. Baisa, followed by...
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Mr. Chair, I realize this is a very large amount of money; however, it
really dwarfs in comparison to what we really are talking about, so if we can swing it, I'm okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Okay. Consensus?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Consensus.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Consensus.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Yeah, I support the Chair in an effort to, you know, further bolster our
contributions. And if the Chair decides later on to reduce it a little bit, based on other factors
later in the deliberations, I'm fine with that. I think it's responsible to continue to put as much
into this account as we can. As I stated earlier, you guys started this four or five years ago and I
give you a lot of credit for doing it.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Do I have consensus?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Consensus.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Yes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Adjustment required due to possible rounding...no, not that one.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: . . . (laughter). . . You gonna defend that $2 there, sir?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . . (laughter).. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Get your initials.
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ALL: . . .(laughter). . .
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No, the initials are for the one million, thank you . . . (laughter).. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The Transfer to the Emergency Fund, $1 million. I guess that's the issue
. . .(laughter). . .
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: . . . (laughter). . . Yeah, that's the one.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . . (laughter).. .
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: That's the issue.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . . (laughter). . . Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: . . . (laughter). . . I really wanted that $2, Chair . . .(laughter). . . Again,
the Emergency Fund is pretty high right now. And we're trying to, you know, we talked...you
heard, well, you weren't here for the, all the revisits for some of the grants, so I was...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's where you was gonna raid?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I was gonna . . . (inaudible). . . the $2.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Gotta raise real property tax.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Anyway, that's why I said revisit because that's a potential...and I
don't know what the dollar amount would be, but not the whole million. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Anybody? Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair. I support putting more money into the Emergency
Fund because even at the level projected--what is it, about 19 million--that's peanuts compared
to the County Budget. And hopefully we'll never see the kind of, you know, kind of emergency
that this is, this set aside is supposed to help us through, but $18 million is gonna last the first
week and then we're going to be looking for other money.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Consensus, Members?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Yeah, and I think this is responsible.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Consensus?
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Consensus.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah. Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Transfer...oh, no, not that one. Delete expansion request for position
and related equipment. This is for Fire and Public Safety. Don Couch? Yeah, you just like me
when I first started the Council.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: . . .(laughter). . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mine was almost every line with "JP". And yours like almost every line with
"DC".
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Just curious which, you know, the 418...I'm sorry, the 410, what...I
understand the Delete Rent for Waikapu Facility. That's very understandable. The 410, you
just...I wanna figure out where that came from.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Those are the new positions, I think, was for Battalion Chief. Staff, can you
read it out?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Battalion Chief . . .(inaudible). . .
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And that was -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Accreditation.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Accreditation.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: --not the Ocean Safety?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, no, no, no.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Yeah, I'm fine with that then. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: You okay with this? Consensus?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Consensus.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. The only thing that we gave back to the Fire Department is for three
Firefighter III's for the Lahaina Tanker.
MR. KANESHINA: Excuse me, Mr. Chair?
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes?
MR. KANESHINA: Regarding Mr. Couch's previous question, it's on Page 6-117. It talks about what
this increase of 410,000 and it's for Internal Affairs Officer and an Accreditation Manager, but
it's also for a, the Battalion Chief and a Secretary III, that I believe was relating to the transfer,
yeah, anticipated transfer.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And that's where...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. There's questions. Okay. Fire/Rescue Operations, add three
Firefighter III positions for the Lahaina Tanker. Elle Cochran, Mike White, Mike Victorino, and
Don Couch. Elle Cochran, you first.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah. Chair, I appreciate this being here, and my total for these
three positions, along with personal protection equipment, physicals and meals comes out to
1,000...$152,544--not the 195,000 that you have there. So basically, we have a savings of
$42,456.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Staff?
MR. KANESHINA: We'll work with Member Cochran to get those figures.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Fine. Thank you. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I...you must have misheard.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I have no questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh. Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair. My question here is whether those three positions
can be funded out of current or can be covered out of current position counts. And I, before
we...before I would be comfortable agreeing to that, I'd like to see what the vacancies are and
what the staffing levels are, because I think we've got enough people to cover this and I just need
to be more comfortable.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: We got the vacancy report for Public Fire and Safety?
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh, we did.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, we come back to this.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, Mr. Victorino, questions on this?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well basically I went along the same lines.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Page 8, Reinstate the Grant Management Program. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Well we talked about that as the same...it's like the Finance
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The Finance, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And, Mr. Chair, this is, again I also brought that up 'cause kind of a
stopping point. I wanted to make some adjustments in it, a couple of different lines that you
hadn't made adjustments to. I'm just curious if this would be the time to talk about that or later?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well we can go later.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Page 9.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Reversing back to Page 8. In regards to that Grants for community
partnership grants, the 1.1 million, am I able to put in a proviso for a certain entity here?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: This one here is the one that the Mayor does.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, okay, through the Grants Review.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. So no provisos are able to be...
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Chair, are we...we're only dealing with your changes, right?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, the ones that have like DC's and MV's.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No, we're talking about, she...they're both talking about something
that's not your changes. For instance...
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, so we'll come back to those types of inserts later kinda?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: All right. All right. We can move on.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: This Grant Review Committee is like...I don't know when the Mayor is going
to do his. Okay, Maui Economic Opportunity for Head Start Afterschool Program. Mike White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Chair, this is more of an overall question that we can revisit as we
finalize deliberations. It's just a question of whether or not we're going to cover some of these
increases in some of the nonprofit grants because they do have increased costs over a period of
time and I think that we need to at least address them in some way.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. One thing that I won't address though, if any increases in salaries and
wages.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: If you want to proviso that...
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, we can do that, but I will take it . . . (inaudible). . . When that two ladies
from the County came over and testified that is...really opened up my eyes as far as County
employees not receiving anything for I don't know how long, four, five years and they face the
same kind problems, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Yeah, but if it's for operational expenses, I think all of us would support
it.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I know it's small numbers, but.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: No, they all add up. I...yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Community Work Day. Elle Cochran?
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, yeah. I was gonna put more money back, is all.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: They get other areas, I think.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, they got the Abandoned Vehicle Grant, also.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Since I found that extra from the firefighters.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . . (laughter).. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Everybody found the same amount.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . . (laughter).. .
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Anyways.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Grant for Service to the Frail & Elderly.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, before you go to that part, can we go back to MEO's Head
Start Summer Program?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Oh, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Your reference is to show it flat, going back to the 2012 levels.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: In the proposed Budget to us, the Molokai Head Start was apparently
incorporated with the Maui operations, and if we're gonna revert back to 2012, Molokai is not
included in this total because they had their own line in 2012. So perhaps we can deal with this
at a later time?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. How much was the line?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: It was twenty-seven three.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Yeah, the twenty-seven three was incorporated into the 155 that you see
here, so I agree with the Chair. I think we should eliminate that reduction because they're
already saving money by consolidating the programs or consolidating the funding.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. We can do a proviso, but I'll come back to that. Okay. Grant for
Services to the Frail & Elderly. Gladys?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes. Just concerned that we're reducing this line because of, you know,
what we know what's happening in the elderly community, and I wondered why we took that
money out.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Basically going back to the 2012 grant. And I don't know, we can find out
from the people that provide the service, take a look at their financials.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I think that might be helpful, Chair. And that also applies to the one
that's right after it, because this Hale Mahaolu Personal Care Program, yes they haven't used it,
but I know what Roy has been doing. To ensure that Roy has personal care money, he applies
both at the State and the County and if he gets the State, he doesn't take the County money, but
he's always afraid, he's hedging that if the State doesn't give him money, then he has no money
to do the program. And that's essentially why he does this. And I realize it puts us in a funny
position because, you know, we grant him the money and then they don't need it. But I also
understand what he's trying to do. He's trying to ensure that that service is there.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: He get that service.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Covering his base.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Well, he's covering us -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: --and our families and our grannies and grandpas.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. But the 35 he hasn't used.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So you know, I don't know how we could handle this, but it is...I
understand totally what he's doing.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. In fact I think he was gonna provide some of his money to
transportation, MEO transportation.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: That's correct. Hale Mahaolu's been very generous about sharing their
money.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And he made a pitch at...last year, I think.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: It might be something to ask him before we scratch it out, Chair. That's
all.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: If I might get some clarification?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Ms. Baisa mentioned that the grant wasn't used. Does that mean...he
didn't get the money and he's not banking it, right? He just...they never awarded the grant?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No, they never did do it.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: They never took it. Has not used grant in Fiscal '11 and '12.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah. So they don't have the money? It's still here in the County.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No, it's here.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, it's still here, so. No request. Or can you provide 'em more, yeah?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Hana Human Services, delete new grant proposed to Fiscal Year 2013.
Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. That the Hana Human Services was in there for
$50,000 and was deleted. This money is, again, I feel like I've been repeating myself so many
times, but this money was, used to be in the Budget before. It's one of the things that in our rural
area, these monies were used all the way from Kaupo to Keanae for different things to help with
the Keanae Community when they did, for instance, the Hoolaulea; with the school for different
functions; bringing people inside Hana, Kipahulu; with the Living Farm; on and on and on and
on with usually things that allowed them to be able to function along with being an economic
boost for the community It's the one thing in the entire Budget, like I said before, it's the only
change that I am asking for--is the reinstatement of this money. I think it's something that's
really, really necessary for our community and I don't think it would have been a problem, but
for some reason when I wasn't on the Council, somehow this ceased to be an item and that's why
it's showing up as new. But it was always there. It was there before I was on the Council the
last time. It was there in the '90s and it was just this past term that something happened to it, and
I would hope that the Members would agree to reinstate this money.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Would you know how they divvy up the money?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Pardon?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Who provides the money to what organization?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Housing and Human Services.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, to whom, though?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Well to the different organizations. One would...in those areas like
I was saying...do you want the names of all the different organizations?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well, we do have them all over here.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Pardon?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: We do have all of the organizations that we support in Hana.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Yeah. And none of them are in...the organizations I was naming
and those people that we would service for these monies, they're not in the Budget. And a lot of
things come up to where sometimes we're able to bring inside some, a speaker, let's say, through
the Housing and Human Services or one of the other organizations.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. We'll revisit
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COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: ... (Inaudible)... There's just, there's no end to the list.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I know. There's no end to it . . . (laughter).. .
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . . (laughter).. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: ...all the requests. That's so hard.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: But like I say, this is the only thing. It has a, this has a major impact
on the community and again, I mean there's all kinds of things. Community Work Day, I'd like
to add some money because we do appliance pick up, this and on and on, but this is the one thing
that I think would have the most positive impact on my community
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. We'll come back.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The next one is Maui Food Bank. It says "all", so I'm assuming everybody
. . .(laughter). . .
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I guess, Chair, the biggest thing in all of our minds...well I won't
say for all, in my mind, was the great need and the need that gets greater every day. I mean and
without food, children, elderly and others, you know, go hungry--is not something this country or
this State or this County can be proud of. And even then, you know, Chair, I know where your
heart is and it's not a reflection of what you feel. I think it's what we all... again, what I felt was
important--somehow finding the money to leave the 345 in there. Cost of food has gone up, you
know, and it's getting more expensive with fuel cost changing, delivery charges. I mean we all
know the story, so it's not like it's a new story. But of all times, you know, I was one of those
that cut taxes, but yet left a lot of these things in place, didn't touch the Bonds because I
understand you and Mr. Hokama are really good at that part. But I didn't want to hurt those who
need it the most and those, a lot of them are children, families, elderly that this food is so, so
important, so necessitated just for the everyday substenance [sic] that they need. I don't know.
That's my take on it and I...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, I hear you because last year that was my focus -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --food, shelter, and, you know -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I realize that, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --human-type services. And because of the testimonies that we had last year,
plenty about going hungry and the like, yeah. Not so much this year, so. Ms. Baisa?
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. We, I think, all of us, this is a very soft
spot for us. None of us want to think about hungry people living on this island. You know, this
weekend, all the service clubs--and I'm pretty sure you probably were out there with
them--collected food everywhere. It seemed like every store I went to, there was a table in front
trying to collect food for the Food Bank. You know, they really do a hard job at trying to get a
lot of donations and, you know, they put a lot of work into feeding our community, and, you
know, I just...if we have, I certainly would like to support and give. You know, if we don't and
we're down to the wire, well, we don't have, but I don't think this is going to break us and it
certainly is a big, big impact in our community The thought of any kid going to bed hungry just
doesn't sit well with me.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well, me, too, let me tell you.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah. So if we can, you know, if we can. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. I remember gas tax, fuel tax. We fought toes and nails to decreases, to
decrease by two cents. So we finally did decrease by two cents and the next day gasoline prices
had risen higher than what we had decreased.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: . . . (laughter). . . Okay, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Next one, the Maui Farm, Inc. Gladys and Mike Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I'll let you go first this time.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Well of course we, you know, we're all aware of the Maui Farm and we
know they're trying to get a little bit of an increase 'cause they haven't had one for a very long
time. And again, it's the story of I know they're not giving raises, I know they've let staff go, I
know they've cut a lot of stuff. And, you know, if we can make some of these tiny changes,
well, I certainly would like to see what we can do without just saying we're not going to do any.
I'd like us to keep the option open until we're at the end of the process. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Same, you know, basically the same thing and even the next one
with Mental Health. You know those, that's all the same premise--if and we can find the money,
then by golly, you know, I want to see it kept at that level. I understand what you've done,
Chair, and I have no qualms, and if we don't, then the old saying, if I don't have the dollar, I
can't give a dollar. So, let's see what we can do and...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: You know, I will tell you I'm a very big supporter of -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh, yes.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: --Mental Health Association in Hawaii. And...anyway, just left it flat in
regards to the Fiscal Year 2012 Budget. Okay. Page 11, Special Olympics. Gladys?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, this is for me is like the Food Bank. Actually, it's kind of worst
than the Food Bank because Special Olympics children for me are very, very special and I just
would like to see us support them a little bit more if we can because it means so much to them
and their families and our community And you know, these are special kids and I've had the
opportunity to see them compete and I just, you know, know what it does for them. And they
raise money. They try their best. They do all this fundraising, and it's really hard for this kind
of group to raise money because, you know, we're all raising money. It's gotten so now that the
nonprofits are so busy raising money, it's a nightmare. Every weekend we have car washes and
sales and tickets and I know every single one of us is constantly receiving all these, you know,
everybody needs help. And this is one that, you know, I don't know how we can ignore this and
if we can find any amount of money, if it's 5,000, I'd be happy. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. You know as I flip these pages, yeah...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, you going see the same names, yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well, I see all the same names and not only that, you know, some of, most of
`em do fundraisers, and the same people fund 'em, so.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well and you make a good point. A lot of them and like Ms.
Baisa said, constant fundraisers, you know, car washes, bake sales, plate lunches, you know,
clothing sales. I mean now they gotten to the point where they got you with lunch and...oh, golf
and Mr. White with lunch and, I mean, they wanted my body but it wasn't available, so I
couldn't sell it, but. You know, it is to a point that we just about sell everything to make money
for our nonprofits. We laugh about it, but it's a true fact. And we have more and more need,
right? You have more and more athletic programs out there and more and more academic
programs, bands, you get cheerleaders, you get...oh, man, you just...there's no end. And last
year alone we figured out when we did our taxes, almost $11,000 in donations. I mean, you just
don't know how much you give every time to this guy, that guy, but it's all part of it, Mr. Chair.
And so, I know it's so hard and the need grows and the money gets less. You focused on this
last year, so I'm only repeating and I don't want to stay here all night repeating the same item
again and again. I feel the same way for all of these. That will be my response, that if we can
find the money, if there's any way, I'd like to give all these groups a little bit more that
they...well, you know, at least reinstate what we originally had if we can.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, you know -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: If we can.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: --if you read the requests--and maybe, Staff, you can read the request for the
addition, you know, it kinda...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Which one is that, Mr. Chair?
MR. KANESHINA: Which addition?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Special Olympics.
MR. KANESHINA: Let me pull the file. I'll get back to you guys.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Fine. We'll come back to that, then. Women Helping Women?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Mateo. Mr. Mateo, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: No problem. Special Olympics, just wanted to note that the $10,000
increase for '13 was supposed to have been to include Molokai Special Olympics, so this
elimination going back to 2012 levels, you know, kinda like takes care of that. So if we can
revisit this at another time?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, yeah, I have it as revisit.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Women Helping Women. Mike Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I beginning to feel like Don Couch already.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Oh . . . (laughter). . . jeez.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Hey, I mean, I...all of these program, Mr. Chair, basically, I
support the higher figures, and if we gotta find ways of, you know, I'll look for money, I'll look
for money. But women in our community more and more have challenges and they're being
battered. I don't want to go into the stories, 'cause, you know...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, no, no. Yeah, we all heard it. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Anyhow, okay. Moving right along. I just...want to wait to see if
we can find money, then fine. If we can't, then, Chair, I yield to you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, I'll give you the grand total what we looking at.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Walter Cameron Center? Gladys?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much Chair. And I will first of all admit my conflict
because I'm a member of the board of J. Walter Cameron Center so I'm very familiar with the
request. The money that is requested of course is to help operate the center so that we don't have
to pass this on to the nonprofits, who already are suffering as we've just discussed and really
cannot afford to pay any more rent. But the cost at J. Walter Cameron Center, like everywhere
else, continue to escalate even though we try our best with all these energy savings and getting
staff and staff have been reduced to almost nothing. There's very few people there anymore and
all mostly working part-time. This is, you know, spread amongst the agencies that live there and
so it isn't all going to J. Walter Cameron Center. It essentially goes to the agencies that benefit,
so if we can possibly keep this and not cut it in half, it would really help because we're going to
have to get that half somewhere. It's gonna come from the agencies. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Next one is Maui County Council of the Boy Scouts of America,
Limited, funds for Camp Maluhia. Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair. This falls under the same category. I've been up to
Camp Maluhia for many, many years doing the luau for Camp Imua, and there's absolutely no
question that this is a really needed project. To help, not just the Boy Scouts, but the broader
community, and if your thought was to provide 250 this year and 250 next year, then I think I
can go along with that. I don't know if it helps them, but I appreciate the fact they generally
don't come to this body for any assistance and they service a lot of kids and do a really
wonderful job. So if your intent is to provide half the funding this year and half the next year,
then I can support that and we can move on, but maybe you can share your thoughts.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. I know presently they're in their capital campaign request to the public.
I belong to a non-profit organization that supported the Boy Scouts with a lot of funding. So we
did some things in regards to the funds that we provided them and the use of how they utilized
the fund that was set aside for the Boy Scouts. So as part of that organization, we've donated
quite a bit. And I know this $250,000 will go a long ways, but I cannot commit to $250,000 next
year because I not going be here.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . . (laughter).. .
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: No, I understand.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. I can commit to . . .(laughter). . . so, as they move forward in their
capital campaign, I feel comfortable $250,000 is a good amount.
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COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay. I don't know if...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: ...there may be others.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, I'm sorry, Mr. White, are you done?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I don't know if you're through.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: No, no.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, I, too, I think there's probably... all of us who grew up here have
some aloha for Camp Maluhia. I certainly remember being a Girl Scout Counselor and my
husband a Webelos a club master and you know, all that stuff. We all are Camp Maluhia people
and I think we all have much aloha for the facility. And I certainly support giving the $250,000.
The only question I had was because of what we did last year--and I understand they have money
in the State Budget, $1 % million. Are we gonna tie those together like we did in the past?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you for mentioning that 'cause I didn't know that they were gonna get
that much money from the State of Hawaii, and Chair is not...intention is not to tie this money
down with the State. That's my general feeling, but I don't know, other Members may have
some questions.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: We have in the past, Nahiku Community Center, but that was
`cause the State said that, but we have tied with MEO, the transportation center and I think, you
know, to be fair, you know, if we gonna do for one, let's do it for the all in the same manner
The State has committed money, let's tie our money with the State, so that both come or should
come out the same time. It's not to say we don't want to give them the 250, but we rather make
sure it's all tied together and not we give 250 and all of a sudden the State says, oh, we won't
give you the money or like it has happened in the past, the Governor doesn't release it
. . .(inaudible). . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. I understand. Okay. I just found out about this 1-point-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, no, no, I not blaming you, I just saying -CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, no, no, I just telling you. Okay.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --I would like to tie it that way.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: If I knew that they were gonna get some kind funding from the State, we can
add a proviso, you know.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. Okay. That's all. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No problem with me. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's fine.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: I think maybe Staff gonna need to trace the effective period of the State
monies.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. We can do that.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Because if it's gonna lapse this June 30 th, you know, we give our CIP 18
months, so you know, if the State money's gonna die June 30 th, they still can use our money for,
you know, additional design and -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --you know, preliminary construction work in advance of the construction
budget, so. You know, something for the people, the Members to consider.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Maybe we can add something in there that if the State funds lapse, that
this 250 goes. Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, I wasn't thinking along those lines. I was thinking of, you know,
how we did with last year's non-profit funding.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. No, no, I understand.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: We said we'll release if the State releases. And I tell you, it is not a fun
thing and I didn't really like it, but it does give ammunition to deal with the State and say, come
on, you guys, release your money because we cannot get the County money until you release
yours. So it does help.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. I understand.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I do want them to have it.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, no, I know. We all do.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Proviso that. Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Consensus on that?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Next one. Coalition for Drug Free Lanai. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, that was the one...and Mr. Hokama, correct me if I'm
correct. The reason for that increase was to ensure that they would get Federal funding?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Federal match.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Federal match, yeah, Federal match. I apologize for the...was that
not correct, mister...I remember that being said.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, they did...Ms. Aoki did mention it, Chairman. And, you know, I
don't have a problem, you know, supporting the request, and of course, I have no problem
increasing the Apartment category of real property tax to create the required additional revenues,
so if you ask me where I'm gonna get the money, then I will tell you, I got no problem increasing
Apartment category.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, again, Mr. Chair, I just don't want to jeopardize anybody's
matching funds, especially when you're talking a small figure of that nature. I understand what
you trying to do, but if that is tied in with matching funds, I would not wanna...especially with a
small community like Lanai, Hana, Molokai where getting funds in the first place is difficult at
best. I would not want to jeopardize that, so can we make sure that's...and then I would like
Mr. Hokama help him try to find whatever. I mean he's the best at finding it, so I know we'll
find it with him his leadership.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, we can come back to that.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I don't want to spend all night here trying to figure it out.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I don't.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Lahaina Tutoring Project. Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Again, it's one of those really tiny numbers . . .(laughter). . . but you
know this operation runs on a shoestring. The amount of work that they accomplish with almost
nothing is because they volunteer so much time, and I have to think that if they're asking for
money, it's gotta be for a good reason and it's gotta be going to the kids because they don't do
anything for themselves.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I understand that the Boys and Girls Club does the tutoring?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: This is the Endsleys.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The Endsleys? The Endsleys does the tutoring? Somebody brought it to my
attention that's why.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: No.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No, the Boys and...Mr. Chair, the Boys and Girls Club is the 501(c)(3)
that the County insists on paying. The Boys and Girls Club said they'd do it as a favor for the
County because the County needed a 501(c)(3).
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So Boys and Girls Club has a 501(c)(3) that supports . . . (inaudible).. .
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah, it's a pass-through -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: --through the Boys and Girls Club.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: What? They take 10 percent?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No, they don't take a penny.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: . . .(laughter). . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Guaranteed, yeah?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Guaranteed.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I going revisit this. Okay. Maui Economic Opportunity for Youth Service.
Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Again, it was a very small figure.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well, when you look at most of 'em, it's all small.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I know, I know. And same story,

so.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Dollar three-eighty.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: We just...that's all.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . .(laughter). . .
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . . (laughter).. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Let's see...Lahaina Tutoring Project. Okay. Total Budget, $26,000, total
non-payroll operating expense, 26,000, so we gonna revisit. Next one is Animal Management.
Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: This was a challenge one. Mr. Chair, my statement on this one
was, we know that there's an acute increase with feral animals--whether they're dogs, cats, other
animals in general. On top of that, we have more and more people that seem to be letting or
releasing or turning in their animals to the shelter. It's become a really, almost epidemic
proportion and that's putting it literally. I mean, you got the same emails and calls that we've
been getting. Even in my own neighborhood, I'm seeing feral animals that I've not seen before.
So I know it's a challenge. They've been flat budgeted for a few years. I understand the
provisos and I have no problem with the provisos, but I would really like to see the 90,000, if
that's the worse case scenario and we can do that, at least they would have that small increase to
do the job that still takes a lot more. They're doing the job for the County of Maui and I just
believe it's really needed. So, again just, we gotta find the money. And like Mr. Hokama said,
maybe I gotta change my mind about raising taxes. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Staff, if you can explain the spay neutering, the requested $200,000, the SNIP
Program.
MR. KANESHINA: It's 100,000. I believe it's...
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, yeah, the 100,000. The request was 200,000. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The request was 200.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: But not all for SNIP.
MR. KANESHINA: The increase for the Animal Management Program was an increase of 200,000, but
I believe the SNIP -CHAIR PONTANILLA: SNIP, yeah.
MR. KANESHINA: --the particular program, the voucher program was $100,000.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So you kept that the same. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, I kept it...I reduced 200 to a 100,000 for the SNIP Program.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, but the 200, they wasn't asking for others, right?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Was the 200,000 for the SNIP or was it a 100,000?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's what I understand.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Staff? If I could ask Staff for clarification, please?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure.
MR. KANESHINA: Well, now you're gonna make me go look, but I believe the increase in the
department was two...for that program was 200,000, for the whole Animal Management.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
MR. KANESHINA: I believe the SNIP portion of it was 100,000.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh. Okay. Good.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you.
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MR. KANESHINA: But if I find out otherwise, I'll get back to you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So the SNIP portion is still in here.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Still the same, yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. So, no, no, I wasn't questioning your...just the 90,000,
Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So Animal Management Program, the 1.4 is strictly for Maui
Humane Society in particular?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, get provisos in here that they need to provide $75,000 to Molokai
Humane Society. They need to provide $10,000 for the Lanai Animal Rescue; provide $100,000
for the SNIP Program.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. What I mean is, the 1.4 and then all these provisos are being
deducted out of...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The 1.4, we removing 90,000.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Come out of the 1.3 then -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --in the end? And 'cause as I understand, the LARC wanted to be
their own entity. So they will be their own? They won't be like a sub whatever of...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well, they'll get $10,000 for the...to the grant to the LARC, which is on
Lanai.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Right.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: And the grant, the proviso said it will not be used for personnel costs, strictly
operations.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: So is that consensus?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I still need to consider his $90,000. Okay. Page 13. MIS, reduce desktop
computer replacement. Mike Victorino, Don Couch, and Gladys Baisa. So you can go first.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well my thought was we understood that the County, you know,
this was a whole mess of computers that were coming of age and were in the six-, seven- and
eight-year old and this replacements were very necessary. I would like to hear from the
Department again to make sure that if these replacements were to be put off for another year or
two, I mean, how much slower, how much more inefficient would this work with these older
computers? I mean, we want to make sure our employees have...I don't want to say State of the
Art equipment, but at least equipment that functions, and some of these programs now that they
have out the older computers cannot keep up. I mean, I recently changed my computer that was
only four years old and the reason for that change was Bruce told me simply, the programming
could not be run on the old computer. So, something that I would really like to look into a little
bit more deeply, please, Mr. Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. This is the same area where they said that they were running bare
bones and they bought the new van one week before we approved the Budget. But we can ask
`em to come back. Okay. Sometimes they play funny games, you know. We gotta check 'em.
Reduce Professional Services. Don Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah. That amount was going to go towards a needs assessment,
including the real property tax system, and I think it's an important project. I also had reduce
desktop computer replacement as well. And I do understand your comments about the
van. . .that does grate a little bit; however, there are, you know, there are computers that need to
be redone. They just go out...they are pretty old and they do need to be redone. I can, I know
the original amount was for 660,000. I can certainly support a $200,000 decrease, but 460,000
that...we're just gonna be playing catch up year after year after year and that's my concern.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, we've been playing catch up for a number of years, just to let you know.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah? And we haven't gone down, yet. Okay. Gladys, you had any more
comments on . .(inaudible). . .
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No, the guys have covered it very well. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh. Okay, Maui County Farm Bureau. Mr. Victorino? We were going to
reduce $50,000, flower show.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: You know what, mistake. Sony. Pass that one.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, yeah, consensus. Sorry, sorry, sorry.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Maui Nui Botanical Gardens. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, this is the one that I thought, you know, they needed the
money and now I understand that there's been... others said that she said that she didn't request
it. It was...it came from the Department, so I would like to make sure I clarify that with the
young lady and make sure that is correct, and if that is correct, that she didn't request it, then I
can support leaving it at the reduced rate, sir.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: We going bring 'em on the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, I mean, if some, you know, yeah, wait, Mr. Chair...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: 'Cause she said that...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Wait, Mr. Chair, somebody waving at us. Mr. Baz.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I'm sorry.
MR. BAZ: Thank you, Mr. Chair. It's not correct that the Department had a...put that money in. The
Mayor put that in, in addition to their request. He had wanted to purchase more plants from them
for the County Parks and so that's why he put the $10,000 in there. It's up to you guys.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you for that clarification. Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So, Chair, I can support yours.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Consensus? Consensus?
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COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. And we told her to work with the...and she's already doing it--working
with the, I guess, Horticulture Division or Program. Okay. Page 14. Ka Ipu Kukui Fellows
Leadership. Don Couch and Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I would support a reduction of 10,000 in there, but I still think we, it's
a program that is very important and does provide some quality leadership candidates coming out
of there. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. I too, would like to see the 25,000, but
seems there, I can count like everybody else. I would like to see something. I think that even a
token amount, 10, $15,000 would show our investment in the future leadership of Maui. I think
this is a wonderful program. I wish more of us had the opportunity to really observe what goes
on with these Fellows. And they are deserving, not all of them can afford it and it makes a
difference because by spreading it among those who cannot, we can help a lot more kids, and I'd
like to see some money put in here. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. We'll come back. Ma Ka Hana Ka Ike, Inc. Ms. Baisa, Mr. White,
and Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Mr. Chair? I don't know who you're calling.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I would, you know, really like to see us leave this increase if we can.
You know, this is such an incredible program. I think we've all seen it. We've seen the results.
We've seen the approbation from the whole community of Hana as well as everybody who's had
the opportunity to work with them. And if they have the ability to spread this out--which they're
taking it out of Hana now and they're talking about Molokai and I don't know where else Rick
Rutiz will go because he's such a hustler. This is really a good one, you know, I'd fight for it.
But, you know, if there's no money, there's no money. But it really is a worthwhile thing.
Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair. Yeah, I feel the same way Ms. Baisa does and, you
know, I think...the common thread for a lot of these little increases is that I don't think there's
any question that people would be comfortable with an increase in taxes in any category to
support some of these really vital programs.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mike Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I echo the same sentiments of both and that's...I think this is a
well-rounded program that can be emulated. I think if it's spread around, maybe we can do a lot
more good in our communities. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I think the cost is for materials and stipend. Because I understand
that the, Mr. Rutiz, his salary come out of Ohana Makamae, I think, but I'll verify that.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes, Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Nothing on Ma Ka Hana Ka Ike. I think all the Members gave their point. I
just want to go one up. I'm gonna ask for a slight increase in that pot, and if you ask me, I'll tell
you where to get the money, Chairman. I got no problem.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: But for this one yeah, it's more about supporting the community and you
heard it on the island, their movement to go and through right now Lokahi Pacific. They've
already started the ball on a community development corporation model, and with the additional
funds I'm going to ask the Committee to consider, they have already talked to the foundations.
And so we were looking at again what Lanai tries to always do, which is leverage money, and
they've already met with foundations on Oahu last month or this month, April. And so I just
wanted to let the Committee know that I'll be finding the money to see if I can up this up to
another 19,000 to $60,000 consideration. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. You know as we move through all of these revisit...and it's
gonna be something that we really need to bog down on, you know, we looking at $1 2 million,
yeah, just to let you guys know. So all that small amount is adding up. Maui Economic
Development Board, Gladys Baisa, Mike White, and Mike Victorino.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . .(inaudible). . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: That was DC.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Maui Economic Development Board, for Maui High School, no, not that one.
So I guess had no questions on Maui Economic Development Board?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yes, you did.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I didn't.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I asked for a revisit.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Yeah, so did I.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Go, Don Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And as the name says, Economic, it's Maui's Economic Development
Board and they...you saw a lot of the companies that come in here and hire more people because
of what the Board does. It also...the STEM Program, I mean there's a lot of stuff going on. And
the more that we can see those kind of companies, the more economic development, the more
people coming in and the more taxpayers we have, so that's my two cents on that one. Thank
you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you. My feeling is the same as Mr. Couch's, but I'd also like to
point out that this would just get them back to where they were in 2008. And I think it's, you
know, their expenses obviously have gone up and the more economic development pressure we
have pushing values, the quicker our home values and the base for our property taxes will go
back up.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. We come back to that.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: . . .(inaudible). . . category, charge 'em more tax.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's what going happen. Add taxes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: If we gotta do it, gotta do it I guess.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, University of Hawaii Maui College for Nursing and Dental Assistant
Program. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman? Chairman?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes, Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: The next one for MEDB's Maui High School Program Model. I
thought during the last number of discussions that we've had, we've heard that it's not only Maui
High School, but King K and Lahainaluna as well. I don't know what needs to be done so that
other schools could also tap the sources . . . (inaudible).. .
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chair Mateo, I talked to Maui Economic Development Board, Leslie Wilkins,
and she still wants to keep the $45,000 for Maui High School, and she's gonna make an
assessment for King Kekaulike High School as well as Lahainaluna and come out with some
kind recommendation -COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --in regards to their program. She didn't want to jeopardize the Maui High
School model right now. Okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: One year, Chairman?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Hokama? Ms. Baisa?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: I hope we put a clock that we expect a report before the next Budget session
in this matter so we can make appropriate adjustments or whatever the Committee feels is
appropriate.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Yeah, she told me that the Maui High School one is something that we
should keep and then the other two would be an assessment of the programs. Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you, Chair. We want our share.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: We have the winners at King K. We want our share.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: . . .(inaudible). . . that's right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And the instructor came from Maui High School.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Maui High. Yeah, I was going mention that.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And me, too.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, University of Hawaii Maui College for Nursing and Dental Assistant
Program. Mike Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, my main concern here was not so much the nursing, because
I understand the nursing area, but the Dental Assistance [sic] Program, I mean it helps many who
cannot afford dental care. This is a program which is not only training but also assist those who
are in need of assistance in that area, so I thought that was a pretty drastic cut, Chair. I
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understand, you know, your...that's not even last year's funds if I correct. Is that the same
amount as last year?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Staff, if you can provide some comments?
MR. KANESHINA: Sony, excuse me, Chairman, what line were we on?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The Nursing Program.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: The University of Hawaii Maui College for Nursing and Dental
Assistant Program.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Page 15.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Fifteen.
MR. KANESHINA: You want clarification of why it's 200, why they're requesting 200...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, no, no. What did we get last year?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: What was the original?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Look what they never encumber.
MR. KANESHINA: Let me get back to you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
MR. KANESHINA: Just give us a second.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: They did encumber quite a bit of money, Mr. Victorino. And that the
program, they're gonna be moving part of the program to their new site.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: The new science building.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. So by the time next year, they should be in that new building.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well that and the fact is that, you know . . . (inaudible).. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And not requiring paying rent, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: That 276,000 they never use.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, I just wanted to make sure that, you know, again, now
they've reached out to Molokai and Lanai and they brought, I think, one young lady and they got
another student...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, no, yeah, we understand that.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, you know, I just again, I can live with that one way or the
other, sir.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. So I get consensus on that?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Sister City. Mr. Couch and Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Fill Industry first, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Film first. Film Industry Promotion.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Film?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I no more nobody's . . . (laughter). . . Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN:

said revisit.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, who questioned on that one?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I was one.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Ms. Baisa and who else?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Me.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Me.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mike Victorino?
MS. BAISA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. That's it?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: . . .(inaudible). . .
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay-COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: No, me, too.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And Don Couch and Mike White.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay. I'm, of course, very interested in the promoting the film industry
here on Maui. I think that it brings a lot of money, certainly brings a lot of people to the island.
I watched last night the previews of Battleship that they were filming in Honolulu and all the
wonderful comments and all the stars who said, given a choice--they were given three
locations--they all chose Hawaii because they said, you know, this is not even going to work.
It's like going on a vacation. And I know that a lot, a lot of people would love to come here to
do films if they could. And of course that takes coordination and that takes knowing the
business. And if we take away this money, we may be losing money, so sometimes, you know,
you invest money but you get a lot of money back. So I don't understand why we would go this
far, but so maybe somebody can explain that.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair. This is another economic development issue, and I
think if we're going to make this kind of a cut, we should ask Ms. Rasmussen to come in and -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Explain.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: --share her concerns with us. I don't know her feelings on this, but I
would be hesitant to make that kind of a reduction.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. We can have her come in. I guess...Mike Victorino and Don Couch
feel-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Same.
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: . . .(inaudible). . . yes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --same thing? Okay. I have a Budget item from last...this year in regards to
$3 million, yeah, regarding film industry, just to let you guys know. Okay. Sister City Program.
Don Couch, Gladys Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Ladies first.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Ladies first. Okay. Chair, this year I had the opportunity to really
participate in a Sister City experience and it was an embarrassing experience for me.
Embarrassing in the sense that we have all these Sister Cities and I don't think that they are
receiving the kind of attention that this kind of...you know, we sign papers with them. We
make agreements to do this and that and everything with them, but it's kind of been getting short
shrift. You know, when people show up, we have a dinner and we give them some gifts and we
say, aloha, but I really don't think that's the heart of the Sister City Program. I think there is so
much more to be gained by all of us, by really having a living Sister City Program where we
would actually be participating with our Sister Cities, maybe in student exchanges, cultural
exchanges, even economic projects and technical exchanges. And I don't think that it is as alive
as it could be and we're benefiting from it. It should be more than a paper tiger. And of course
that's gonna take money and some attention, and so I really would like to bump it up beyond this
$8,000. I don't think it's enough to do what has to be done. And I don't know if it can be fit
under Economic Development somewhere so that, you know, it has some money or that might be
another question for Ms. Rasmussen when she comes. What is...you know, I saw the plan that
she gave us and it's ambitious and it certainly isn't gonna happen overnight, but we have got to
do a better job. You know, it was embarrassing to go to the Philippines and visit one of our
oldest Sister Cities to be told that we were the first group that had ever been. That's not good.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, I understand it's not good, but I don't know how many Sister Cities is a
good number really. If we can't visit then, you know, we shouldn't be...and I understand about
the economic development side, yeah, but as we put more and more and more and if we don't
have the time, you know, just by adding is not good enough.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And I agree. And I think maybe we...that's part of her plan--is to do an
assessment and to, you know, kinda get rid of the ones that are no longer going to be pursued and
kinda focus on the ones that we have mutual benefit, and that assessment needs to be done. I
agree with you, adding names to the list is not the answer. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Pretty much what she said.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. White?
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I agree. I mean I was there when they said, yeah, this is the first time
you've been here in however many, 20 or 30 years, so.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Forty four.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Forty four years?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Mr. Chair, when I saw this number, I had a completely different take
than the others because I thought that the concern we had was how we were taking care of people
when they came to visit us. I didn't see this as a fund to send the Mayor and Council people to
other Sister Cities because that should come out of our own budgets. But I saw this as trying to
make a statement that when people come here, we want to show the very best of what we've got
and there are gonna be costs that we can't have many of our, you know, our Members of the
Committee or community chip in. So to me, you know, when we have somebody come, we're
gonna want to take them out to dinners at nice places, whether... and have them stay at either in
homes or at hotels and do things to show them our respect and provide them a wonderful
reception. And to me, this $50,000 was simply to cover those costs that we can't get hotels and
others to contribute for the betterment of the County.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Maybe we should have Ms. Rasmussen come over here, provide us some plan
in regards to-- and I understand where you coming from. When they come visit us we, you
know, provide them...that we be good host.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. And, you know, I don't see this as, you know, jumping on the airplane
and going to all over the place, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No. No.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: None of us do.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: None of us do.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: It should be from each of the different accounts that we have.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman?
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes, Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chair, I just like throw my two cents in with Sister City. $8,000 that
we show right now, this is a little low. I was waiting for "the plan" that apparently had been
completed and we're in receipt of that I hadn't had, I haven't, you know, seen at this point. But I
think part of the problem with Sister Cities, we know what we want, we know what we need to
do, but you know, I still am interested in finding out who the lead is. Is it the Sister City
Committee? Is it Karen down at the Business Center? I don't really know who calls the shots
for Sister City and I think it's important for us to know that. So, you know, I'm glad you're
looking at possibly revisiting this item.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Next one is Grants and disbursements for renewable energy and
energy efficient programs. Mr. Victorino? I show one reduction of $10,000.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I can live with that. Never mind.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Do I have consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Just one quick comment. I would agree that I think we can live with this
adjusted number. I think the critical component right now for the County with Mr. Kobayashi
and Mr. McLeod is the Dockets that are before the Public Utilities Commission and the need to
aggressively participate in those arenas regarding the alternative energy issues, regarding the rate
structure adjustments, regarding the Statewide cable connection proposal. You know that's
where our efforts need to be--at the PUC, and then when the PUC opens up its integrated IRP
process again, then, you know, hopefully the subject of community benefit plans can be better
approached and better discussed to get exactly what it's supposed to do, community benefits.
Because for Lanai, the only benefit is between Castle and Cooke and the utility. What is the
community benefit? It has yet to...needs to be determined, Chairman. And that is why I can
support this approach at this time.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. On Page 16, Grants and disbursement for Economic
Development Initiatives. Chair's recommendation is to reduce by $20,000, but add a proviso to
include the Lahaina Boat Day in their Budget request for $21,000 and then another $12,000 for
Maui Nui Canoe Race. Mr. Victorino on the Lahaina Boat Day, I guess.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, it wasn't the Boat Day, nor was it the...
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: It was the reduction?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: The reduction, yeah, and, you know, this is one of the areas again
I can live if consensus goes with 200, can go 200. But so important we have these available.
You know, this is things that we need to continue to strive to improve our economy, and there's a
lot of good things I've seen come out of this area. I would hope that, you know, we can find
money to keep it there, but again, it's not something that would be earth shattering if we could
not find the 20,000.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you. My concern in the reduction...I don't have a problem with
the provisos, either. My concern with the reduction, though, is we have taken 77,000 out of the
small business promotion number and that line item takes care of the Friday Town parties and a
number of other events. And I'd like to maintain again, a pot for taking advantage of economic
development opportunities as they present themselves. And we all know that those things do
happen and they're not big money items. They could be, you know, 10, 15, $20,000 for helping
an event take place that I don't think the OED staff should be having to come back to us for
approval of such a small amount. So I'd like to leave that open if we can and fund it later if
possible.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I can revisit this.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Elle, you got anything on yours?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Sorry?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Maui Nui Canoe Race.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No, no. We got consensus on that, yeah, earlier with Mr. Hokama
as Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Staff, Chapter 3.81, Maui County Code, Economic Development
Revolving Fund, how can that fund be used?
MR. KANESHINA: Just a sec. And this was passed out by Member White's Committee, I believe and
I'm looking at the bill real quick. Economic Development Revolving Funds shall be to provide
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funds for economic development and economic development programs in the County of Maui.
Administration and the Council find the creation of the Fund is necessary to strengthen and
diversify the County's economy, to support existing County businesses to promote job creation,
to attract new businesses, industry, construction and events that will foster economic
development in the County, and to improve the overall economic development and social well
being of the County.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So it's very broad then?
MR. KANESHINA: So, it's pretty broad.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
MR. KANESHINA: The, in looking at the Committee report, it does look like that EDR did revise the
bill to require the Council to make the appropriations from the Fund.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: You know I think and, Chair, my recollection is in our discussions, that
Fund was primarily for really significant -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Big events.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: --big, you know, big new ideas that would require significant amounts
of funding, significant enough so that they would come back to the Council for approval. So
that's why we included that provision.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: So the kinds of items I'm talking about are not ones that I would
consider appropriate to go through that Fund.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. We can revisit that. I just was going to point out in regards to the
Revolving Fund, Chair had included in there a $1 million appropriation, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Right. I saw that. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. But we can come back to that one there if you want.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: You know, again, part of that Economic Development Revolving Fund was
to help us with the potential, if we wanted to get into the County being one of the potential
underwriters for digital media initiatives. That would be the part and it was revolving because it
was always anticipated the County would be paid back, plus have the opportunity to earn a
profit. And so that was part of the idea for the bigger type of requests, and unless the State
changes what it's already decked, then with the potential of the digital media credits, the
County's gonna have to ante up 10 percent of that request that may impact this County. So
again, it was to put into an account potential funds to take care of this needs instead of losing six
months in a budgetary process to consider a immediate initiative before the body.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: On the Revolving Fund. Yeah, okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, on that. Thanks.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Page...hey, that's it, I think. Page 23.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, the engineering one, yeah?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: On Page 20, somebody...
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: I had one on 20.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Twenty, yeah, change 20, the Contributions to the General Fund
for the Engineering Program service.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Twenty?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Twenty, Page 20, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Which one?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: The transfer.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Reduce transfer - based on 50 percent of Engineering Program salaries?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Who had questions?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Don Couch?
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yes, Mr. Chair. Just trying to wrap my brain around what's happening
there, why we don't need that many services from that?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Staff? I think was the deletion of the transfer from the Department of
Traffic...Police Traffic and probably MIS, I think. Staff?
MR. KANESHINA: I believe this one was the transfer of $2.1 million. When we asked for a break out,
it covered a few reimbursements. One of 'em was to reimburse some engineering work that's
done by General Fund employees in the...for Highway Fund projects. The other thing was, they
were requesting that a portion of Police Traffic's Division be reimbursed to the General Fund.
But when we looked at it, the problem was that the reimbursement was larger than the
engineering program piece, so we just reduced it back to the traditional 50 percent of the
engineering. So this is a reduction in operating expense to the Highway Fund, which then we
had to recognize as a reduction in revenue to the General Fund. The savings in the Highway
Fund was re-appropriated and balanced when we produced the Chair's Budget.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Do I have consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Page 23, Kalana 0 Maui Improvements Ms. Baisa, Don Couch?

4th

Floor Renovation, delete.

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah, I was checking with the Director on that one and he said it was
for efficiency. They need to do some remodeling for some efficiency issues, so.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: What Director?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Goode.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Director Goode. We can bring him down, if you like.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: We will. Ms. Baisa, same thing?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Kepaniwai Heritage Gardens. Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thanks, Chairman.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: This is the first DM.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Kinda tells you I'm kinda okay with your Budget, right?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Except this.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah, except these. Kepaniwai, I just I pulled out the actual project
description and primarily it's paving and pathways and the like. One, is like, I still think 300,000
is a little high considering some of these, some of the work can be done by...can be done
internally, so I would like, you know, I would like to revisit this at a later time.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Page 24, Duke Maliu Park. Danny?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, no, this one here, Danny, we just moved the monies. Well, we using cash
now rather than Bond, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: But if you feel that we don't have to do it, then fine.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, the only reason I flagged this one is because a few days ago,
the park lighting system, that tall pole with the big lights, it collapsed, and the second pole is
about to fall as well. Mr. Matsui is on Molokai and they're, they've investigated it and these
things need to be redone. So we talking a large amount of money, so I'd like him to come back
and share information with me, so we can take a look at how to address those needs.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Maybe Sandy Baz, Director, if you can take a look whatever we have
for Fiscal '12, that can take care of those repair, but if cannot in '12, Fiscal '12, then we may
have to take a look at Fiscal '13.
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair, from my understanding, the, any extra monies that they had in the Countywide
parks facilities was used for the Hana roof replacements and some other things that were
damaged either by the storm or by vandalism, so I'll double-check, though.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, good. So we'll come back to this, Danny.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Boss, short recess?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, okay. We'll take a...I was going quit at 9 o'clock, but since you guys on
the move. Okay, we'll take a short recess. We'll reconvene at 9:00. Meeting in recess.
. . .(gavel). . .

RECESS:

8:50 p.m.

RECONVENE:

9:05 p.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA:
. . .(gavel). . . The Budget and Finance Committee meeting is now
reconvened. Members, on Page 26, I see an initial, "DC", Countywide Road Resurfacing.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Huh?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, you when say you wanted to put more money.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Oh, yeah, that was just eventually that I would like to increase that, but
if we're hurting for money, then I don't know where we can do.
COUNCILMEMBER

: . . .(inaudible). . .

COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . . (laughter).. .
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Your salary would help pave another half mile
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So-COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: There you go.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah, right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --do I have consensus?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Well, I ultimately want to revisit it when we get through all the
revenues and whatever moves.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: 'Eh, go add up all the monies that we spending on road resurfacing. It's a
whole bunch--because you not only looking at Countywide road resurfacing, but you have
specific projects.
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Uh-huh.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Consensus?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Moving on.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Page 28, Water Supply, Waikamoi Flume Improvements. Mr.
Victorino and Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, Mr. Chair, the concern I had here is that the removal of this
monies as you're well aware of, we applied for State Revolving Funds from that, but at this
point, there's still the uncertainty, whether we get 100 percent or 60 or 70 percent, there's no
clear cut. And so, this is why we wanted to ensure and the department wanted to ensure that this
monies were available--and we could proviso to make sure that we receive and that the State
money would come first, and you know, we make sure we have what we need and if we don't,
we're short, then this is what the additional money would be. And not have to come back for a
budget amendment, because this was originally from the 13 million that we originally asked for
the Special Revolving Fund. So that was my thought. I just don't want this project to be
jeopardized. I think this is a very important project, something that you and I know that I
basically have worked on with others in here for the last four-and-a-half years. So I feel like
we're getting very close to getting this project finally off the ground and hopefully completed
within the next, you know, 18 to 24 months. I just don't want any hang-ups when it comes to
money and the State, so that was my concern with that, taking it out and then maybe needing it in
a real emergency basis, yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Mr. Victorino did a great job. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. And the reason why I removed it, I know we are requesting for State
Revolving Fund and we understand that we not going get 100 percent. It's more like 65 percent.
So the Chair...intent is to once they finalize the plan, once they know the real cost, then come in
for a budget amendment for the remaining of the cost. The Chair is open to that and I'm gonna
still ask for the reduction of $5 2 million 'cause right now really, we don't know the actual, the
estimated cost to do this thing here.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes?
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Could we...and I think we've done that on other occasions, just to
make sure that we don't have to start all over, we'd leave a dollar in there or something? Is that
possible? I'm not sure and I'm asking your guidance in this respect?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well, Chair could add in there, I don't know, if it's...maybe Corporation
Counsel.
MR. UEOKA: I believe there's an opinion from our office talking about the Charter requires estimated
cost for Capital Improvement. A dollar is a rather unrealistic estimated cost.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . . (laughter).. .
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's an estimate now...a very low estimate, but it's an estimate,
isn't that true, Mr. Ueoka? Okay. Okay. Mr. Chair, I just...I very adamant, I just don't want to
see this thing get hung up somewhere. And so...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well, we still got the Waikamoi Flume Improvement Project, you know, on
the SRF Loan. It's a Revolving Fund loan. And if they request more, should we find out that
they need more, then we can entertain a budget amendment to cover the rest of the cost.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, I'll make sure that it's done this year because you made the
promise. I want to make sure you're here to . . . (inaudible). . .(laughter). . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, no, yeah, you know. Again, budget amendments, you know, in the last
several months has come through my office. We have a lot. And this Chair, you know,
scrutinize every budget amendment to ensure that it is required. So in this case here, we had
trouble the first time in regards to putting in that bond for the Waikamoi Flume and then now it's
SRF, not knowing that we were going to get 100 percent, so Chair is open for a budget
amendment when it does arise.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: All right, Chair. Thank you for your help and...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Do I have consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Okay. Parks and Recreation, Wailuku Gym Improvements. Don
Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah. My concern was that it was $950,000 in Bond and then you
moved it over to cash, which is understandable, except for you only moved 100,000, so there's a
huge difference in the...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Staff?
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MR. KANESHINA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. On Page 3-99 of the CIP details, kinda...it explains that the
funding in FY '13 is for planning and design and the construction piece needed to be shifted to
'14. So that's what the reduction is for.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. That's fine. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Consensus?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: South Maui Community Park. Delete use park...oh, delete, use Park
Assessments. Don Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah. And the reason I brought that up is that's totally fine, except for
the, when you look at the Park Assessments, you don't increase it by the 125, so you don't know
what-CHAIR PONTANILLA: You gonna take out from Park Assessments, 125.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: But you already have something...there's already a line item there for
375 in Park Assessments.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Which is for? Staff?
MR. KANESHINA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I think this one it was kinda comical when we reviewed it-COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . . (laughter).. .
MR. KANESHINA: --but we saw this South Maui Community Park appropriation and then on Page 32
at the very top, we saw South Maui Community Park, you know, Park Assessment appropriation
of 375, so...
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: It sounds like they need 500,000 and they took...there's only 469 in the
Park Assessment, so they didn't want to take, I'm assuming they didn't want to take the whole
Park Assessment.
MR. KANESHINA: It's up to this body to deem what is sufficient.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. We're going to call the Parks Department to explain what they're
going to use the money for, South Maui Community Park.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: You know, since you're requesting Committee Staff to assist us, having a
grip on this total amount of Park Assessment left in the South Maui District, if you could also
have the Staff review the terms of the $5 million payment that was required as part of a land use
entitlement condition?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, we can do that. That's the -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Honoula.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Honoula.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --Honoula Project?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. So I don't know, you know, the money can be used for some of
Mr. Couch's consideration or that was earmarked specifically for a specific component of, to be
built out, so, if we could check the language.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, it could be the District Park, that -VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, so if it's part of, you know, again, just to see what...flexibility.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --43 acres. But we'll find out. Okay. So we on Page 32, West Maui Plan
Area. Elle, you had questions?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Wait. Sorry, where are we?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Page 32.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: You wanted to add your lights.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, yeah. I...outdoor lighting for West Maui Ball Fields for 60,000
for planning and design, I wanted to take it out of West Maui Park Assessments.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: You want to add it, right?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, she wants to add it.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah. Yes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: I spoke to Mr. Matsui, so I don't know if you're going to have him
here if he might want to add more detail on what this is.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, if we can have the details on that.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sixty thousand?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Sixty-thousand, yeah, is what he said he estimated for planning and
design.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
NOTE: Pause.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Very good.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I think that's it.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's it?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: That's it for the . . . (inaudible). . . boss.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . . (clears throat). . . Excuse me. So that's it for tonight and then, of course,
tomorrow, we come back and we'll review all the revisit again.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
ACTION: DEFER pending further discussion.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So the Budget . . .(clears throat). . . excuse me, Budget and Finance
Committee meeting for April the 30th is now adjourned. . . . (gavel).. .

ADJOURN: 9:18 p.m.
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